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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

HZgktighU o& Pfuue I Piojzct

The following four points indicate the direction and accomplish­

ments of the first year of project activity.

1.	 In a continuing effort to improve the knowledge of the

aquifer system characteristics, a computer program which

simulates an aquifer using an alternating direction

implicit-iterative procedure has been obtained from the

U. S. Geological Survey, This aquifer simulation model

was utilized as a component in the system identification

effort.

2.	 The search for a real data base for the final implementa­

tion and validation of the models has been very successful.

We have established a working relationship with the Miami

Conservancy District and their staff have expressed its

interest in our research and promised to collaborate and

assist in supplying groundwater and other hydrological data

from the District- This has aided in identifying the model

parameters and in validating and testing the model once

the identification was completed. Furthermore, water quality

models currently under development by the District engineers

should be useful when the validated models are used to derive

improved water management policies.

3.	 Our efforts have focussed on the development of improved

solution methodologies for the identification and optimization

problems. A system identification methodology has been developed

applicable to calibration of confined and unconfined (under

certain constraints) aquifer models described by parabolic partial

differential equations. Work has been completed on. the

foimulation and coding of a digital computer

iv

software package capable of estimating the values of trans­

missivity, as a function of location within the aquifer.

The estimation is based on measured and observed data on

the waterhead and the various flows from and into the aquifer.

The identification methodology has been successfully applied

to the parameter identification of an aquifer model simulating

the behavior of a real aquifer system. The Fairfield-New

Baltimore aquifer in southern Ohio was chosen as the problem

site in collaboration with the Miami Conservancy District*

After several meetings with personnel from the Miami Conser­

vancy District and after the initial stage of data collection

was completed, a two dimensional partial differential equation

model was postulated for the region. Calibration of the model

was pursued using the new system identification methodology

developed in this research. The results are satisfactory and

establish that analytical means, as opposed to simulation by

trial-and-error techniques, are feasible and yield excellent

results. The identification phase has been completed and

is integrated with the overall ground and surface manage­

ment model in Phase II.

The product of Phase I is a complete, validated aquifer model

which we believe is most valuable to engineers and managers

concerned with groundwater systems. It can be used both

for simulation and/or optimization. In particular it is of

direct value to engineers and analysts wishing to know the

response of the aquifer system to various demands placed upon

it. The model was fully utilized, of course, for the

conjunctive management of ground and surface water developed

in Phase II of this project. The model is in the form of a

FORTRAN V computer program.

Highlights of Phase II

The following nine points indicate the accomplishments of Phase IT

(the second year) of project activity.

1.	 The groundwater parameter identification model developed in

Phase I has been farther modified and improved as part of

Phase II work. The modified algorithm not only shows more

accuracy in results but also it is superior in computational

feasibility, primarily because of fast convergence of the

algorithm.

2# The FairfieId-New Baltimore aquifer system in the Great Miami

River Valley which was used as a real data base for the identi­

fication and validation of the model developed in Phase I was

also used for Phase II work. By using the same data base, a

direct comparison with the results of Phase I was available.

The transmissivity values identified in Phase II provide a

closer prediction of drawdown response than the results of

Phase I.

3.	 As a contribution to water resources modeling techniques a

procedure for simulation of a complex groundwater system was

developed utilizing the hierarchical modeling approach. The

technique of using a higher level model to provide boundary

conditions for an isolated aquifer cell proved to be quite

effective•

4.	 The coupling of a complex multicell aquifer system with a

general management model was successfully achieved and tested.

This extension of the algegraic technological function approach

was basically developed by application of the superposition

technique.

5.	 Functions were developed to relate the infiltration from a

stream into an aquifer due to pumpage at a well. The general

system is represented by a stream network traversing a multi-

VI

cell aquifer system. Changes in infiltration rates in a

particular stream due to pumpage were divided into two

sources; (i) that from pumpage in the close vicinity of

the stream, and (ii) that from pumpage relatively farther

away. By superimposing the system response, a differential

weighting was used to aggregate well pumpage in the deriva­

tion of stream aquifer interactions.

6.	 A new approach was proposed to incorporate time varying boundary

conditions in a ground water system. By using techniques al­

ready developed, a system subject to such conditions can be

coupled with any desired management model.

7.	 A predictive model was developed to demonstrate the usefulness

of these response oriented models. The basic formulation was

achieved by superposition of the system response. The decision

variables included pumpage, artificial recharge, and imported

water.

8.	 A model for the planning and management of a groundwater system

was developed. This model incorporates a new approach to a tax-

quota system. A modification of this model, using developments

made available in Phase II study provides a management procedure

for the optimal conjunctive use of ground and surface water.

9.	 Some of the research results were applied to the area of the

lower Great Miami River with data provided by the Miami Conser­

vancy District (MCD), Dayton, Ohio, The modeling procedure

shows a considerable advantage over previous models in application

to the Fairfield area in this valley. In fact, the MCD is

particularly interested in applying the procedure to model the

Dayton area. This would allow the district to use their own

computer (32K) directly, rather than having to use the con­

ventional model of the U.S.G.S. which requires a large digital

computer.

VII

The remainder of the research results were also tested

on the data for this Fairfield case study, again demonstrating

a real advantage in comparison to any other available method­

ologies *

The main contribution of this research arise in the

formulation and solution of management models which include

the responsive aspects of more complex water resources systerns •

In this regard the MCD representatives are very interested,

and a widespread utilization of these results by other agencies

and institutions can be anticipated.
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Chapter 1

A QUADRATIC GRDUNWATER IDENTIFICATION MODEL:

AN EXTENSION TO PHASE I

1.1 Introduction

The identification model for groiiridwater parameters and the

solution methodology developed in Phase I of this research project

has been further modified and improved as part of Phase II. The

modification basically results from further consideration of

the distributed nature of transmissivity values over the aquifer

system. This has been achieved by representing the mathematical

structure of the transmissivity function as a second order polynomial

of spatial coordinates, distributed over the aquifer system. The

identification algorithm developed in Phase I was modified to include

a convergence criteria and convergence is now much faster. This

modification is important for maintaining computational feasibility and

tractability since the complexity of the identification problem is

vastly increased due to the second order polynomial approximation of

transmissivity function. The Fairfield~New Baltimore aquifer system

in the Great Miami River Valley which was used as a real data base

for the identification and validation of the model developed in

Phase I was also used for Phase II. Thus we are able to compare results

of the current work directly with the results of Phase I.

It is important to appreciate the reasons for incorporating the

more complex modeling procedures used in Phase II. A considerable

portion of Section 2.3 and 2.4 within Chapter II of the report on

Phase I (Haimes, 1973) was devoted to a discussion on alternative aquifer

models, particularly their advantages and disadvantages from the stand­

point of computational ease and with regard to physical representation.

One fact is clear* The computationally simplest representation--constant

parameters representing a relatively large (spatially) region--proves

to be of limited usefulness . The deposition of aquifer material occurs

over very long time periods through a sequence of natural processes.

Often a good aquifer results when material with good storage capacity

and an unusually high transmissivity happens to be suitably located.

In regions outsides the flbestff locations, however, the transmissivity

of the aquifer material is certain to taper off to somewhat lower levels.

Thus, while representation by constant parameters may sometimes provide

a satisfactory matching of responsef it is likely that in general a

much better result is available by recognizing the non-constant, distri­

buted nature of aquifer properties. The representation used here, with

quadratically variable properties, can represent both linear trends

(in any direction) and ellipsoidal variation (along appropriate axes) as

well as the superposition of such features. The approach seems

sufficiently complex to serve any foreseeable needs.

1,2 Statement of the Groundwater Model and Identification Problem:

The following second order parial differential equation [Jacob, 1950]

is used to represent the groundwater system of the Fairfield-New Baltimore

area:

•§! IT(x,y)||] + gi fT(x,y)||] - S(x,y)|| + Q(x,y,t) (1.1)

where

T(x?y) - Non-homogeneous transmissivity (ft/sec)

h(x?y,t) ~ Hydraulic head (ft)

S(x,y) - Storage coefficient

Q(x,y,t) «= Net pumping rate per unit area,

including recharge, leakage etc. (ft/sec)

The computational procedure for solving equation (1.1) involves

a finite difference approximation, using an alternate direction implicit

iterative scheme. This procedure was documented at the end of Phase I

[Ilaimes, 1973]. Also, the details of the identification problem [Lopez,

1973 and Lions# 1971], and the computational algorithm [Marquardt, 1963]

are well documented in the earlier report fHaimes, 1973]. These

previous developments will be repeated here only as necessary for

continuity in the presentation of the modified identification scheme.

To solve the grouadwater system model of equation (1.1), boundary

and initial conditions must be added;

a|(TCx,y)f)
 + ' (T(x,y)*) - S(x,y)J| + Q(x,y,t) (1.2)

- h 0 C1.3)

3h

 - ' hCx?y?t)

r
l

and Q(x,y,t) sR.

where (1*3) is the initial condition of the system, (1.4) the boundary

conditions (which may be constant flew and/or constant head), r^ and

r9 denote the boundary; geometry, and R is the domain of (1.2) -• (1*4)

defined as Hx[0,T]? where ft is the area of the aquifer, and t

represents time.

Since the transmissivity function T(x,y) is unknown, the response

h(x*y?t), cannot be computed from the (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4). All other

parameters such as pumpage, initial and boundary conditions, storage

coefficients^ etc. are assumed known, as functions of space and time.

The identification problem is to estimate the value of the transmissivity

function T(x,y), such that a specified performance criterion is satisfied.

This choice of a performance function, however, depends on many factors,

including, for example, the model representing the physical system, the

number of data points, the sensitivity of parameters as related to

performance function, and so on.

A least square norm of the output error (i.e. between observed

and calculated values for the water head) was selected as the loss (or

performance) function. This function J can be expressed as;

J(T(x,y)) = J f [h(x,y,t;T) -hCx,y,t)j2dt (1.5)

where, h(x,y,t;T) is the response o£ the model (1.2>(1.4) for a given

transmissivity function T(x,y)* and h(x,y,t) is the observed value of the

water head at various points in space and time over the areal distri­

bution of the aquifer. The optimal identification problem can now

be stated as follows:

Minimize J(T(x,y)) « Min Ill[h(x,y,t;T)-h(x,y,t)]2dt
 d-6)

subject to the constraints set

=
& H )+ W (TCx>>°t)  SCx'^ + QCx,y,tj]

,y,o) = h

o

3h CD

>; h(x,y,t) = h.

and

Q(x,y,t)

TCx,y)

The search for a transmissivity function T(x,y) to minimize

the objective function (1*6) subject to the constraints set (I)

constitutes the identification algorithm.

1.3 The Identification Algorithm as a Static Optimization Problem

Since, in general, it is not possible to observe the drawdown

for every point in the aquifer as a continuous function of time, the

continuous objective functional (1*5) is replaced by a discretized

approximation:

N
 r . T 2
J(T(x,y)) * <j>(T(x,y)) = J [h(x±;T) - h(x± )J (1.7)

where x =

and i = 1,2,. ..N, denotes the i observation point and N represents

the total number of output observation points.

To extend the results of Phase I, a general second order polynomial

representation of the transmissivity function T(x,y) is proposed. Of

course, the higher the degree of such a polynomial, the more complex the

identification problem becomes computationally. This second order poly­

nomial, in spatial coordinates over the aquifer, can be represented as

follows:

T(x,y) = b ^ 2 +  b 2 y2 + b 3 x + b 4 y + b 5 (1.8)

where b^, b~, b~, b-, b,-, are the unknown coefficients which must

be estimated.

The identification algroithm is based on a maximum neighborhood

method. This was developed by pMarquardt, 1963] and is often referred

to as the Marquardt algorithm. In effect, the algorithm performs an

optimum interpolation between the Taylor Series and gradient methods,

based upon the maximum neighborhood in which a truncated Taylor Series

gives an adequate representation of the nonlinear model. The details

of the mathematical development of the Marquardt algorithm was documented

previously (Haimes [1973]), and will not be discussed in detail here.

The simulation response of (1.1) as a function of the unknown

transmissivity can be compactly expressed as:

h(x,y,t;T) = (1.9)

Similarly, the objective function can be expressed in terms of

the unknown parameters b-, i - 1  , 2, ..., 5:

<Kb) = I [FCx^b) - F(x.)] (1.10)

Expanding equation (1.9) in a Taylor series about an initial

estimate of the parameter vector b_, and truncating beyond linear terms,

yields

K

= FCX,,b°) + (l.ii)

where, = correction vector to b

= linearized aquifer model output

K = population values of parameters

Substituting this linearized model output into objective

function (1.10), yields

N K

(1.12)

b=b

Equation (1.12) gives the value of the objective function, <j>(b) pre­

dicted by a linear estimate of hfx.,b), given the state observations

h(X-)» The correction vector 5 appears linearly in (1.11), and

thus the optimal value &. can be determined by standard least-squares

method, setting 2$J&1 * o fox all jf This yields

(1.13)

where [A] = [P]l[P]

r9Fi 9F1 9F1 3F, -I

3b, 3b3 3b4 8b5

[P]

3F2 3F2 3F2

3F,

N N

J

 b =

gradient vector g = C&L,g2» S3>

N 3F.

LFi - FiJ

j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

The algorithm which evaluates the aquifer response h(x,y,t),

3F.

the sensitivity functions •&— for all i and j, the gradient vector

£, and the other variables,is essentially that discussed in Haimes

[1973]. A few modifications and extensions were necessary to in­

corporate the five unknown parameters b., i = l  , 2, ... 5, and

the polynomial representation of the transmissivity function T(x,y).

1.3.1.	 Convergence Criteria in Optimal Identification: An

Iterative Scheme!

It has been noted earlier that the task of an identification

algorithm is to systematically search for those parameter values

which minimize some perfoimance function. An iterative gradient

algorithm is developed here, based on the maximum neighborhood

method [Marquardt, 1963]. In this algorithm, the direction and

step size of the correction vector 5 are detemined simultaneously

by performing an optimal interpolation between the Taylor series

and steepest descent methods. Marquardt proposes a modification of

equation (1.13) to satisfy a maximum neighborhood principle:

(A + xi) ^ = £	 (1.14)

The value of A, defined as the Marquardt parameter, orients

the correction vector j5 between the directions indicated by the

steepest descent and Taylor series methods. A critical factor in

achieving fast convergence is the proper choice of the value of A,

which reduces the objective function <|>(b) of equation (1.12) at

each iteration. Marquardt [1963] has proved that there exists some

A which assures minimization of (1.12) for each iteration. By

choosing the "proper" A, the following condition is assured;

(1.15)

where, the superscript (r) denotes the iteration number.

1.3.2 Construction of the Convergence Algorithm:

Consider equation (1.14), denoting the iteration number by

the superscript r:

Equation (1.16) is solved for  ^ T \ yielding a new

trial vector of parameters tr J;

which leads to a new sum of squares <f> ^ r (b) • Some form of trial and

error procedure is required to choose a value of A  ^ that satisfies

(1 • 15), and yet produces a rapid convergence to the least square values,

A convergence strategy was developed which is superior in speed to

that of our previous work, and thus is computationally much more attrac­

tive. Minimizing the computer time requiranents of solving these large

problems can be very important •

For each iteration (r), it is desired to minimize <J>(b^ rJ)in the

maximum neighborhood over which the linearized function adequately re­

presents the nonlinear function of equation (1.7), J((T(x,y)). There­

fore9 it is preferable to choose a small value of A^ -* whenever con­

ditions are such that the unmodified Taylor series method would con­

verge quickly. Large values of A  ^ are chosen only when is necessary

to satisfy the condition*

• Cbfr*1)) < • (bCr))

Consequently the following strategy was adopted as the convergence

algorithm*.

10

1.	 Denote A^ ^ as the value of A from the previous iteration.

A choice of  A ^ = 0*1 was found to be a good starting value,

2.	 Compute <j>CAl  J) and cj>(Al  J / v ) , where v is a parameter,

v > 1. Then perform the following:

Ci) if •aCr"1)/v) < *Cr), set  ; W = x^-D/v.

(ii) If K ^ ' ^ A O	 > 4>W and K^1"1^) 1 * ^  , do not

change \^r\ i.e. set  A ^ = A^"1^

(iii)	 If ^(A^^/v) > 4 > ^ and K*^" 1^) > *(-r->, increase

the value of A *- > successively within the iteration

according to the following scheme ,

until for some smallest w, the condition

r
"
i:)vw) i *Cr)

is satisfied. A choice of initial value of w = 1.5, with

an increment of 1.0 at each cycle within the iteration, was

found to be appropriate for this problem.

3.	 The identification parameters b_., i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 is complete

only when either of the following two conditions are satisfied:

(a)	 e19 j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

T +

Cr+1)
^ - e
1 2

for some suitable choice of e-, e? (both greater than zero), and x.

The choice of e. = lO"5, ^2 = 1, and f = 10" was found to be

reasonably good in practice.
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C h a p t e r 2 
•QCMFUTAnQNAL RESULTS FOR THE QUADRATIC 'MODEL 
2 .  1 Introduction 
The Identification Algorithm developed in previous chapter has been

applied to the estimation of transmissivity values for the Fairfield - New

Baltimore aquifer system. The model estimated parameters for transmissivity

functions were then used for model validation to establish the capability

of the model to predict real system behavior. This aquifer system was

also used previously as a real data base for the identification and vali­

dation of the model developed in Phase I. This provides a direct comparison

of the results of Phase II. with those of Phase I.

Finally, a sensitivity analysis was performed for the variation of

parameter values with errors in observed data, changes in storage coefficients,

and so on.

2.2 Parameters Identification and Model Validation

2.2.1 Model Calibration

The calibration of the model described in equation (1.2) was per­

formed for the Fairfield - New Baltimore aquifer system. The basic hydro­

logical and physical data for this aquifer system was available from f-Spieker,

1968,] and further information was provided by the Miami Conservancy

D istrict, Dayton, Ohio. The time period 1952 to 1962 was chosen for the

identification and validation processes. The period 1952 - 1962 was divided

in two subperiods. Date from 1952 to 1956 was used for model identification.

Once the model was identified, the entire period from 1952-1962 was used in the

model validation.

Table 2.1 summarizes the characteristics of the aquifer in the

Fairfield - New Baltimore area. The area of the aquifer system modeled and

the location of the pumping wells are shown in Figure 2.1. The constant

head and recharging boundaries are indicated in Figure 2.2. The infiltration

rates and the complete pumping liistory of the region from 1952 to 1962 are

presented in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 respectively. Observations of

water head at 25 grid points for each year from 1952 to 1956, as used for

the model identification are presented in Table 2.4.
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Characteristic

Aquifer

Storage Coeffiecient S

Transmiss ivity

Coefficient T

Initial Head

Boundary Conditions

Wells

Approximate Area

Description

Unconfined. Small marginal areas

are of semi-confined type

0.145 average (dmensionl ess)

2
Unknown (ft /sec)

550 (ft) average water table height

East § West bounds: Constant Head

North § South bounds: 6.8 (mgd)

flow on the average

Six pumping wells distributed in

three areas:

Southwestern Co. (13.8 mgd)

Hamilton South (7.5 mgd)

Atomic Energy Commission (1.0 mgd)

30 square miles (a 20 x 30 node grid

has been used to approximate this area)

TABLE 2 a

Aquifer Data: The Fairfield - New Baltimore Aquifer System
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FIGURE 2.1

Location of the Fairfield - New Baltimore Aquifer System l^bdeled

Well Locations mrked (x)
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FIGURE 2.2 
t 
•H Computer Discretization of the Aquifer Area, CH Denotes Constant Head Boundaries, 
H 
W+ Recharging Boundaries, and W- Pumping Wells. 
Boundary 
12,5 12,6 11,6 11,8 12,8 12,9 11,10 10,11 9,11 9,12 9,13 8,14 
Points { 
(B.P.) I (I»J) C See figure 5.5 for location of this coordinates) 
Infiltra­
tion^
 p N 
i Ratell<K° 
7 5 5 7 3 3 10 8  5 5 6 
' B.P. 7,15 6,15 5,15 5,16 6,17 6,18 5,19 4,20 4,25 4,26 4,27 5,28 6,28 
I.R. 8 5 8 6 5 5 8 9 6 5 5 7 3 
B.P. 8,28 7,27 6,26 6,25 7,24 8,23 9,22 10,21 10,20 10,18 10,19 10,17 
I.R. 8 5 5 5  8 5 8 7 7 5 5 5 
• " - • • j 
B.P. 10,16 11,15 12,14 13,13 14,13 15,13 16,13 17,12 18,11 18,10 19,8 
I.R. 5 6 7 8 5 5 6 5 6 5 7 
B.P. 17,7 16,8 16,7 16,6 16,5 
I.R. 5 5 5 6 6 
TABLE 2.2 
Infiltration Rates Pairfield-New Baltimore Aquifer. Units: ft3/sec.*100 
Well Well
 PUMPING PERIODS
Coor-
 Name
dinates
 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962

TABLE 2.3 
Ptprpiftg history Fairfield-New Baltimore aquifer. Figures are given in 
3 * 
f t . /Sec.x 100. Data from 1957-62 were not used in the identification of T. 
Pumping Period =

OBSERVATION

POINT

6 19

6 20

6 21

6 22

7 19

7 20

7 21

7 22

8 19

8 20

8 21

8 22

9 19

9 20

9 21

9 22

12 8

12 10

13 7

13 8

13 9

13 11

13 12

14 8

14 12

1 (1952)

DRAWDOWNS

(ft)

0

-0.511

-0.611

-0.534

-0.745

-1,459

"1.187

-0,879

"1.514

"3,459

"1.853

-1.219

•1.311

-1.950.

1.633

-1.337

-0,503

-0,041

-0.556

'1.338

-0,462

-6.575

"2.071

-0.566

-Q.726

Pumping Period = 2 (1953) 
OBSERVATION DRAWDOWNS 
POINT (ft) 
6 19 0 
6 20 -0.606 
6 21 "1.043 
6 22 "1.060 
7 19 -0.648 
7 20 "1.385 
7 21 "2.085 
7 22 -1.768 
8 19 "1.165 
8 20 '2.199 
8 21 "4.183 
8 22 "2.598 
9 19 •1.284 
9 20 -2.003 
9 21 "2.737 
9 22 -2.581 
12 8 •^0.566 
12 10 -0.051 
13 7 -0.629 
13 8 -Q.425 
13 9 '0.513 
13 11 -8.086 
13 12 "2.603 
14 8 -0.641 
14 12 -0.942 
TABLE 2,4 
Water Head Observations, Fairfield - New Baltimore Aquifer System

Pumping Period =

OBSERVATION

POINT

6 19

6 20

6 21

6 22

7 19

7 20

7 21

7 22

8 19

8 20

8 21

8 22

9 19

9 20

9 21

9 22

12 8

12 10

13 7

13 8

13 9

13 11

13 12

14 8

14 12

3 (1954

DRAWDOWN

(ft)

0

-0o840

-1.669

-1.436

-0.656

-1.702

-3.751

o2.187

-0.887

-1.575

-2.304

-2.033

-0.917

-1.380

-1.767

-1.859

-0.575

-0.053

-0,640

-1.436

-0.520

^7.793

-2.522

-0.652

rO.920

Pumping Period = 4 (1955) 
OBSERVATION DRAWDOWN 
POINT (ft) 
6 19 0 
6 20 -0.646 
6 21 -0.861 
6 22 -0.831 
7 19 -0.871 
7 20 -1.715 
7 21 -1,558 
7 22 -1.278 
8 19 -1,728 
8 20 -3.788 
8 21 -2,275 
8 22 -1,676 
9 19 -1,576 00 
9 20 -2,314 
9 21 -2,074 
9 22 -1.818 
12 8 -0.576 
12 10 -0.053 
13 7 -0.642 
13 8 -1.438 
13 9 -0.521 
13 11 -9.499 
13 12 -3.067 
14 8 -0.642 
14 12 -1.117 
TABLE 2.4 
(Continued) 
Water Head Observations, Fairfield - New Baltimore Aquifer System

Punping Period = 5 (1956) 
OBSERVATION

POINT

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
14 
14 
19

20

21

22

19

20

21

22

19

20

21

22

19

20

21

22

8

10

7

8

9

11

12

8

12

TABIE 2.4 
(Continued) 
Water Head Observations, Eairfield ­
DRAWDOWN

(ft)

0

-1,427

-2.437

-2.274

-1.496

-3.306

-5.105

-3.609

-2,623

-5.271

-6.351

-4.441

-2.643

-3.992

-4.664

-4o434

-0.576

-0.053

-0,642

-1.438

-0.521

-8.987

~2O916

-0.654

-1.069

 New Baltimore Aquifer System 
Pumping Period = 1 (1952) Pumping Period = 2 (1953) 
OBSERVATION DRAWDOWN OBSERVATION DRAWDOWN 
POINT (ft) POINT (ft) 
6 19 -0.000000 6 19 -0.000000 
6 2Q -0.527064 6 20 -0.625530 
6 21 -0.622973 6 21 -1.064879 
6 22 -0.542445 6 22 -1.073707 
7 19 -0.749563 7 19 -0.652465 
7 20 -Io484903 7 20 -1.408121 
7 21 -1.198743 7 21 -2.105527 
7 22 -0.887911 7 22 -1.777399 
8 19 -1.513599 8 19 -1.162237 
8 29 -3.493261 8 20 -2,212571 
8 21 -1.856055 8 21 -4.162179 
8 22 -1.225276 8 22 -2.590137 
9 19 -1.296270 9 19 -1.279244 
9 20 -1.939404 9 20 -1.998344 
9 21 -1.624880 9 21 -2.708470 
9 22 -1.342505 9 22 -2.567733 
12 8 -0.432524 12 8 -0.478767 
12 10 -0,037855 12 10 -0.045582 
13 7 -0.470057 13 7 -0.521750 
13 8 -1.096278 13 8 -1.156436 
13 9 -0.399910 13 9 -0.436903 
13 11 -6.311068 13 11 -7.754892 
13 12 -1.857041 13 12 -2.323575 
14 8 -0.460457 14 8 -0,508858 
14 12 -0.558667 14 12 -0.715042 
TABLE 2.5 
Water Head Predicted by the Model

Pumping Period = 3 (1954) Pumping Period = 4 (1955) 
OBSERVATION DRAWDOWN OBSERVATION DRAWDOWN 
POINT (ft) POINT (ft) 
6 19 -0.000000 6 19 -0.000000 
6 20 -0.873906 6 20 -0.672018 
6 21 -1.719651 6 21 -0.887442 
6 22 -1.462406 6 22 -0,853809 
7 19 -0.667405 7 19 -0.880463 
7 20 -1.746948 7 20 -1.754764 
7 21 -3.820078 7 21 -1.584498 
7 22 -2,209255 7 22 -1.299962 
8 19 -0,892576 8 19 -1.733869 
8 20 -1.597330 8 20 -3.834422 
8 21 -2.322441 8 21 -2.288506 
8 22 -2.045735 8 22 -1.694336 
9 19 -0.919759 9 19 -1.566431 
9 20 -1.386306 9 20 -2.311820 
9 21 -1.766790 9 21 -2.071468 
9 22 -1.867792 9 22 -1.831957 
12 8 -0.484115 12 8 -0.484790 
12 10 -0,046575 12 10 -0.046697 
13 7 -0.528096 13 7 -0.528934 
13 8 -1.162553 13 8 -1.163317 
13 9 -0.440922 13 9 -0.441417 
13 11- -7.471905 13 11 -9.109899 
13 12 -2.248695 13 12 -2.735843 
14 8 -0.514659 14 8 -0.515416 
14 12 -0.695203 14 12 -0.846239 
TABLE 2.5 
(Continued) 
Water Head Predicted by the Model 
Pumping Period = 5

OBSERVATION

POINT 
6 19 
6 20 
6 21 
6 22 
7 19 
7 20 
7 21 
7 22 
8 19 
8 20 
8 21 
8 22 
9 19 
9 20 
9 21 
9 22 
12 8 
12 10 
13 7 
13 8 
13 9 
13 11 
13 12 
14 8 
14 12 
TABLE 2.5

(Continued)

(1956)

DRAWDOWN

(ft)

-0.000000

*1.472941

T-2. 495643

-2.299668

-1.509039

-3.368410

-5.174324

-3.629240

-2.622289

•^5,312718

-6.546117

-4.437453

-2.628840

-3.977404

-4.633173

-4.422836

-0.484879

-0.046712

-0.529048

-1.163418

-0.441482

-8.616365

-2.598289

-0.515519

-0.806728

ts) 
Water Head Predicted by the Model
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The identification algorilthum was started using the second order

polynomical approximation of the transmissivily function, T(x,y).

T(x,y) = b±  x 2 + b 2 y2 + b 3 x + b 4 y + b 5

The initial estimates of the parameters to be identified - b.,, b?,

b^, b., and b 5 , were as follows:

b = .60xl0~13

b = .30xl0"13

b = .60x10"8

b\ = .10x10"9

b5 = .01

The identification scheme was very efficient computationally. The

2
least square error, <J> '(b), is driven to a minimum value of 0*8 ft, in

only five iterations* As expected, the initial estimate of parameter

values plays a dominant role in computation time. However, the least

squares error <f> (b) converages quadratically to a minimum even with "bad"

initial values (i.e. corresponding to a large initial least square error).

The model-predicted drawdowns for the years 1952 to 1956 are shown in

Table 2.5, demonstrating a very satisfactory representation.

The results of each successive approximation are tabulated in Table

2.6. Note that the convergence is quadratic, after only five iterations

the magnitude of the sum of the squared deviations between observed and

2

theoretical values is approximately 0-8 ft. Figure 2.3 shows the rela­

tionship of the error function <{> (b) to the number of iterations.
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JOS

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
FIGURE 2.3

Plot of Error Norm vs. Number of Iterations

Parameters	 Initial ITERATION NUMBER

Estimate 1 2 3 4 5

bi .60xl0"
13 
.8085x15" .8679X10"11 .131511x10"12 .84449x10"12 -25293xlO"10

b2 .30xl0"
13 
.52074X10"11 -\41101xl0"11 -.71359xlO"12 .11201xl0"12 .88937xlO"10

b3 .60xl0"
8 
.26177xlO"6 .9600xl0~6 ,81137xlO"5 ,94568xl0"5 ,90333xl0"5

b4 .lOxlO"
9 
,20536xl0"6 .5072xl0"6 .13942xlO"6 .24862x10"5 .40493xl0"5 
V .01 .018616 .045449 .099135 .16848 .1573708	 in 
Error

Function

• 0>) (ft.2).9524xlO6 .1455xlO5 .3935xlO4 .61921xlO3 .1155xlO2 .7996

TABLE 2.6

Results of the Identification of the Fairfield-New Baltimore Aquifer System
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2.2.2 Model Validation

Once the Parameters defining the transmissivity function have been

estimated, the appropriate next test of the calibrated equipment model

is its prediction of the aquifer response to any demand placed on it.

The model validation was carried out by simulating the aquifer described

by equation (1.2) for the 10 years from 1952 to 1962. These predicted

results were then compared with the observed real system response during

1962 jSpieker, 1968 . The results of model validation are displayed

in Table 2.7. The drawdown predicted by the model at well locations are

compared with observed data as a measure of accuracy of the model. A

comparison of this result with that obtained in Phase I showed a signi­

ficant improvement in predictive capability. It seems reasonable to

attribute this improvement partly to the modified mathematical structure

of the transmissivity function, and partly to the improved convergence of

the identification algorithum.

2.3 Sensitivity Analysis:

2.3.1 Introduction

In addition to the optimum solution of the model, it is desirable

to generate additional information concerning the response of the solu­

tion to changes in the systems parameters. This is referred to as

sensitivity analysis, or as post optimality analysis. This type of

analysis is particualarly important whenever the parameters of the system

cannot be precisely estimated or measured.

Well Well Observed Predicted Error Predicted Error 
Coordinates Name Head Head % Head % 
Phase II work Phase I work 
(13,8) A-2 6.0 4.15 30.83 4.0 33 
(13,11) S1-S2 15.0 12.0 20 12.0 20 
C 8,20) F-16 6.5 6.14 5.6 7.7 18.4 
(8,21) F-ll 6.5 7.40 13.9 8.7 30 
(7,21) F-10 6.5 6.05 6.93 7.5 15.3 
(8,19) BU-7 4.0 3.15 21.2 3.13 21.7 
TABLE 2.7 
Results of the Fairfield ­ New Baltimore Aquifer Mjdel Validation 
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2.3.2 Effect of Changes in Storativity on Model Calibration

A sensitivity analysis was performed to deteimne the effect of changes

in storativity on the parameter values identified and on the model calibration.

This is particularly important since the value of storage coefficient varies

from 0.1 to 0.2 over the aquifer modeled [Spieker, 1968] and the digital

model used to simulate the aquifer system provides only for a homogeneous

storage coeificient (an average value of 0.145 is used both for simulation

and identification of the model). The values of the optimally estimated

parameters and behavior of this optimal solution are studied in the

neighborhood of a storage coefficient value of 0.145. This provides

information on the behavior of the error function cj> ( b^  ) , and con­

sequently model caliberation in this neighborhood. The model is cal­

ibrated for two storativity values: 0.12 and 0.2. The results of this

analysis is displayed in Table 2.8.

It is noted that with different values of the storage coefficients

the algorithim performs quite efficiently to reduce the error norm

Kb) to a minimum value. The optimal parameters b, are found to be

different in each case (see Table 2.8) As a secondary result of this

sensitivity analysis, it is very encouraging to note that the identi­

fication algorithim developed provides for compensations and/or adjust­

ments in the transmissivity parameter values in the event of error or

other mis-approximation in the other model parameters, e.g. storage

coefficient. The model response seems to adequately represent the real

system.

2.3.3 Effect of Errors in Observed Drawdown on Model Calibration

A sensitivity analysis was also perforated to evaluate the effect

on optimal identification and model calibration of errors in the ob­

served output, i.e., the recorded,drawdowns. The identification problem

was rerun with error artifically introduced in drawdown at well locations

S-2 (See Figure 1.1). This yields the effect of this error on the optimal

parameter values and on the error norm <f> ( b ) , is presented in Table 2.9.
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We note that in this case also, the algorithum provides for adjustment

of optimal transmissivity parameter values. Thus the output error func­

tion <f> ( b_ ) is driven toward a minimum, and the model is calibrated.

This once again demonstrates the capability of the identification algorithum

to compensate for inadvertant errors introduced elsewhere in the model.

Optimal Storage Coefficient (S)

Parameters S =0.12 S = 0.145 S = 0.20 
v .45766X10"11 -.25293xlO"10 -.50372x10"U 
b2 -.9061265xl0~
10 
.88937xlO"10 -.1421769xl0"9 
b3 .4090793xl0"
5 
,90333x10"5 .455979x10"5 
b4 .631229xl0"
5 
,40493xl0"5 .5323699xl0"5 O 
b5 .3492658 
,1573708 .3617476 
Minimized 
Er;ror Function 
f (  b ) 1,3091 .7996 1.295 
TABLE 2.8 
Results of Sensitivity Analysis; 
The Effect of Changes in Storativity on Model Calibration 
Tuie

Period

1

2

3

4

5

Minimized

Error Function

Observal :ion Wells, S-2 Optimal 
Real Observation Error Introduced (%) Parameters 
-6.575 -10% b ^  -. 19310x10"10 
-8.086 - 1% b2= -.91957x10"n 
-7.793 +15% b3 = .88197xlOr5 
-9.499 + 8% b4 - .71241x10'5 
-8.987 + S% b5 = ,1871252 
.7996 1.208 
• (b )

TABLE 2o9

Results of Sensitivity Analysis:

The Effect of Errors in Observed Drawdown on Model Calibration
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Chapter 3

A RESPONSIVE MODEL FOR A COMPLEX AQUIFERS-STREAMS SYSTEM

Application of the Superposition Approach

3.1 Introduction

In Phase I the application of the superposition approach as a modeling

procedure for a multicell aquifer groundwater system was introduced. The

multicell approach to modeling of groundwater makes use of a set of balance

equations, each representing a mass balance applied to a particular cell.

This provides approximate inflows and outflows for each cell. To obtain an

accurate estimate of drawdown at a certain point of interest, one can isolate

the aquifer cell to whidi this point belongs. This cell may then be modeled

via a more detailed mathematical model, taking into account the particular

(time variant) boundary conditions relating to its adjacent cells. In addition

to the multicell-particular cell modeling procedure, the algebraic technological

functions (A.T.F.) concept was introduced. Extension of these functions to

include a complex groundwater system consisting of multicell aquifers allows the

system to be coupled with any desired management model. The reason for ex­

tension of and emphasis on this work is that it makes available an extremely

powerful tool for optijnal management of complex water systems.

The case study used in Phase I to illustrate the usefulness of the pro­

posed modeling technique was the Fairfield-New Baltimore area in the lower

Great Miami River Valley. In Phase II of this study a more sophisticated

mathematical analysis of the proposed superposition approach, via the A.T.F.,

is obtained. In order to consider interactions between streams and aquifers,

the algebraic function relating the infiltration rate (from a stream into an

aquifer) to pumpage from wells is introduced. Extension of this function to

a complex system (again applying the superposition technique) provides the

coupling with any desired ground and surface water management model.

To complete the development of the responsive model, the present work

considers the case where a possible change in the boundary conditions between

the stream and aquifer is induced during the planning period.
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3.2 The Algebraic Technological Functions,

If the vertical flow of groundwater is insignificant, such as for

wells fully penetrating an artesian aquifer or a phreatic aquifer in which

the drawdown always remains small with respect to the saturated thickness,

Maddock [1972] shows that it is possible to construct algebraic technological

functions that relate pumpage to drawdown at wells. The functions exist for

aquifers with irregularly shaped boundaries and norihonogeneous flow parameters,

(see Appendix I) .

The drawdown at a point x = (x,y), d(x,t) is given by the partial

differential equation:

4 [T(x,t) ~ [d(x,t)] 1 I q(x.,t) «(x-x.) (3.1)

Z 3 3

dx l

where T(x?t) and S(x) are transmissivity and storage coefficients respectively,

S(x~x.) is a Dirac Delta Function, x. indicates the position of the j well

and q(x-,t) is the instantaneous discharge at the j well. M is the total

number of wells.

For a given set of initial and boundary conditions, the drawdown d(x,t),

at any point x within defined boundaries at any time t is

M t * *

d(x,t) = I / G(x,x.,t~x) q(x,,x)dT (3.2)

j=l o 3 3

A /V

where G(x,x-,t-x) is the Green's function for equation (3.1) satisfying

the particular initial and boundary conditions.

If t is divided into n time units such that the planning horizon

T comprises exactly N time units, equation (3.2) may be represented by

an algebraic technological function (A.T.F.), d(k,n)

M n

d(k,n) = I I Kk,j,n-i+l) q(j,i) (3.3)
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This equation determines the drawdown at the k well at the end of the

n 1 time period due to the pumping of M wells. q(j>i) is the quantity

of water pumped by the j well over the i time period, and P(k,j ,n~i+l)

is the response matrix for the n time period relating the drawdown at

well k to unit pumping at well j during the time period i. The parameters

beta are related to the Greenfs function, having the advantage of the

algebraic formulation characterizing the technological function. However

the beta parameters are not given explicitly by their derivation, and Maddock

[1969] proposes to achieve the beta calculation using a digital simulation

model of the aquifer.

There are two possible procedures for producing the betas. One, where

the simulation model already includes the boundary values explicitly, may

provide the calculation of the real steady state head distribution throughout

the system. Then the procedure for the beta calculation is as follows:

(i)	 Determine the initial state before pumpage began. Running the

aquifer digital model over a long time with no pumpage imposed

provides a steady state head distribution for the system inde­

pendent of the (randomly chosen) initial values.

(ii)	 During the first period after reaching the steady state, one

unit of pumpage is imposed on the model at one particular well.

No pumpage is imposed after the first period. The values of

drawdown determined by the model correspond to the beta values

relating drawdown at wells due to pumpage at the particular well,

at the end of the first period and at the proceeding periods.

(iii)	 The procedure described in (ii), when applied one by one to each

of the wells in the system, provides the determination of the

desired matrix of beta values.

The second procedure for determination of beta values is in a sense

more general, making use of the linear characteristics of the model.

Let H(x) be the steady state head distribution throughout the

system before pumpage began. Let h(x,t) be the head distribution above

the same reference used to measure H(x). Then the drawdown d(x,t) is:

d(x,t) = H(x) - h(x,t)	 (3.4)
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Applying (3.4) to (3.1) yields:

M

4 T(x,t)4 pi(x,t)]l = S( x ) ^ [h(x,t)l + I q(x.,t)6(x-x.) (3.5)

8X l 8x J L J j=l J J

Let the no-flow boundary conditions be ~*'d(A.,t) = 0 > where A is

a parameter indicating that — is evaluated on the boundary (which is

PS J

irregular in shape). The n is the normal direction and the — is the

oil

gradient of the drawdown for the normal to the boundary, which vanishes 
under no-flow conditions. 
Let the constant head boundary conditions be d(y,t) - C(Constant) 
where y is a parameter indicating that the drawdown d is evaluated along 
the constant head boundary. Applying (3.4) to the set of boundary conditions: 
t) = 0 h(y,t) = H(y) = C 
oil 
If we choose the reference for measuring h(x,t) such that h(y,t) = 0,

Then d(y,t) = h(y,t) = H(y) = 0.

The steady state solution corresponds to the solution of

4 [T(x,t) 4 [h(x,t)]l = 0

3x 3x

and BOCO ) h(x, Steady State) = h(y,t) = 0

The conclusion is that if the boundary conditions are independent of

drawdowns, the drawdown due to pumpage is independent of the assigned

boundary values, i.e. we can choose d(u,t) = 0 . The steady state drawdown

distril>ution will be:
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d(x,	 Steady State) = 0

Assigning these values to the boundary conditions in the simulation

model the drawdown is equal to the head distribution, and the procedure for

calculating beta's is essentially similar to steps (ii) and (iii) in the

first procedure.

3.3	 Extension of the Algebraic Technological Functions (A.T+F.) Toward a

Complex Aquifer System - The Superposition Approach..

In this study we are primarily interested in the coupling of a ground­

water system with a desired management model. Using the proposed technique,

the A.T.F. approach can be extended to handle a more complex system. The

basis used is that the drawdown at a point in an aquifer due to input at

some other points within the groundwater system may be approximated by a

linear combination of responses predicted by the multicell model and those

predicted by the more detailed model of the unit aquifer to which the point

belongs.

For the aquifer system where the drawdown d(x,t) is given by (3.5)

and boundary conditions, as defined in Section 3.2, the solution is

approximated by: (See Appendix A)

M	 f . .

d(x,t) = I I a(x,x-,t-x) q(x,,x)dx (3.7)

j=l <f •> J

Divide the aquifer system into R different cells. The drawdown

d(x ,t) at a point x located at the r cell is given by the partial

differential equation (PDE) :

(x ,t)4 [d(x ,t)]l = S(xJw|. [d(x,t)l + I q(x,t)S(x ~x,) (3.8)

with boundary conditions

= 0
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and d(v,t) = 0 
and the initial conditions d(x,o) = 0. 
The solution for (3,8) is assumed to be 
r l  / * yv A. *• 
,t) = I / <*(x ,x-,t-T) q(x-,T)dr

j=lT6 r -1 -1

I / a(x x t-t) q(x.,x)dT 
j  in r i> r 3 3 
I I «(x ,x,,t-T)q(x,,T)dx (3.9)

j not in r o J JJ

The first term in the right of (3#9) stands for the drawdown at x due

to pumping inside cell r. The second term stands for the drawdown at

due to pimping from other cells. Consider the term

<Uxr,t) = I I a(x^,x,,t-T)q(x,,T)dT (3.10)

jer

Equation (3#10) is also the solution of the P.D.E. applied to the

isolated cell system:

[r,t)4~- [d(xr,t)j] =

C3
*
n)
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^,t) is the time varying flow conditions on the boundaries denoted

by 5^ between the r cell and neighboring cells, and are regarded as

flow forcing functions on the system along 5 .

The P.D.E. (3,11) is subject to the natural constant head and no-flow

boundary conditions associated with the r cell area.

To solve for q(£
 ?t) ? the approximation of the finite difference

multicell model may be used (Phase I) :

= Vr[h(r,i+l)-hCr,i)] + Q(r,i) (3.12)

where

p A W >^x C£,r
 n t W^r  \ r v £  V S r 
l,r  L £ r £,r 2L£r r At 
L) = water table elevation at the &1 cell during the

i time step.

Q(r,i) = net outflow from the r cell during the i time

step.

Wo = length of the perpendicular sector associated with the

segment between cells a and r .

Ln = distance between the centers of nodes I and r.

= hydraulic conductivity averaged between cells I aid r.

= effective aquifer depth averaged between cells I and r.

= elevation at the top of the aquifer averaged between

i,r

cells I and r. 
A = area of r cell,

r

S = storage coefficient averaged over the r cell.
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On the boundary between the neighboring cells r and I , the inflow

to r,q(g ,i) at time period i is:

(3.13)

Using the same arguments as in .Appendix I, Equation (3.10) becomes

<L(x ,t) - dr(k,n) = I I BrCk,j,n - i+l)qr(j,i) (3.14)

1 r r  r r

 j=l i=l

Equation (3.14) expresses the drawdown at the k well located

at the r T cell at the end of the n period.

6 (Tk,j,n-i+l) is the drawdown at k at the end of the n period due

to one unit input at j during the i period, with k and j located at the

th - r

r unit aquifer.

The procedure for determining the betas is discussed in detail in

Section 3,2.* To produce the 3 (k,j ,n~i+l)fs , the particular r cell model

may be used. This model is isolated from the rest of the system by accounting

for the time varying flow conditions along the boundaries ? . These flow

conditions are associated with the pumpage of one unit from the r cell

during the i period, and are determined directly by the multicell model.

The second term in equation (3.9)

d 2 ( V t } = X /a(xr,xrt-T)qCxr,x)dT (3-15)

may be considered under the aggregation of the pumpage at the different

cells not including the r cell. We herein assume, that pumping outside

the r cell causes the same drawdown for all the wells inside this cell.

Hence:

R n

d (x ,t) - D(r,n) = 1  1 6(r,A,n-i+l)qU,i) (3.16)

1 r

 M i=l
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where y(r,£?n-1+1) Is the average drawdown at cell r in the n period

due to one unit pumpagc in cell I during the i l period, and q(£,i) is

the total quantity of water pimped from cell I during period i.

Substitute (3.14) a;ad (3*16) into (3.9):

m  n
r

d(x t) = DT (k,n) = I I er(k,j,n-i+l)a(j,i)

r  r r

 j=l i=l

R n

I I Y(r,*,n-i+l)q(A,i) (3.17)

i

Equation (3.17) states the algebraic function for the drawdown at point

k in an aquifer affected by pumpage in the close vicinity and by punpage

from wells located at other parts of the aquifer system.

Hie advantages associated with the development of the function (3.17)

may now be realized. It is possible to use this function for the purpose of

coupling the more complex groundwater system with many classes of management

models regarding the management of water resources systems. The dimension

of the matrices of A.T.F. functions (to be determined and stored for later

use in the management model formulation) is substantially reduced, as is

the amount of data necessary for identifying the aquifer system for the model.

Its use will be illustrated in the development of management models included

in this study.
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3.4 A Case Study For the Applications of the Modified A.T.F.

In this section our purpose is to illustrate the advantages of the

superposition of groundwater response via the A.T.F. functions developed

in Section 3.3. In particular, the A.T*F. functions may be used for pre­

diction of drawdowns due to pumping in a complex groundwater system. The

basis used is that drawdown at a point in an aquifer due to input at some

other point within the groundwater system may be approximated by a linear

combination of responses predicted by some crude overall model (multicell),

and those predicted by the more detailed model of the unit aquifer to which

the point belongs (the particular cell) * The procedure for achieving it is:

1. Use the multicell model to calculate A.T.F. functions between

cells (gamma functions).

2. Use the particular cell detailed model to produce algebraic

technological functions (A.T.F.) between points within the cell

(beta functions). The same unit input is to be used for the

process of producing the functions in both models. Beta functions

within the cell are thus calculated under boundary conditions

provided by the multicell model. These result from heads and

inflows predicted from the multicell model due to a unit pumpage

imposed on the particular cell.

3* The drawdown at a point inside the cell of interest is calculated

from the given inputs and functions in the manner described in

previous sections«

To illustrate the usefulness of the proposed modeling technique, the

Fair fie Id-New Baltimore aquifer in the lower Great Miami River Valley was

modeled. A computer program was written to simulate the aquifer, (Appendix B)

The system was divided into cells with differing characteristics (see Fig. 3#1),

The data utilized include pumpage, water elevations, and cell boundary con­

ditions, and were taken from Spieker, (Spieker, 1968). A more detailed

description of the case study area is given in Phase I of this study.

Cell 4 (see Figure 3.2) was selected to be simulated by means of a

particular model. Maddock's program (Maddock, 1969) was used for this

purpose.

To show the possible applications of this procedure to the case of

study, beta functions were calculated for three wells located in the cell.

The boundaiy conditions were taken from the results of the multicell model,

where unit pumpage was imposed on Cell 4 to calculate the related A.T.F.

1
2
3
4
5
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(gamma) functions. Table 3.1 summarizes the A.T.F. functions determined

for the three wells. Table 3.2 lists the pumpage data in the wells during

five years (1956 - 1962).

p(k,j,i) Values [Ft/Ft3/Day] *100Q

Wells in Cell 4

Year I (I h'- (F-11,J,I) (F-16,J, J)
0

J J J

F-10 F~11 F-16 F-10 F-11 F-16 F-10 F-11 F-16

1 10. .00 4. 77 2. .99 4.82 Ilo51 4. .74 3. 05 4.77 9. 82

2 0. .98 1. 04 0. .74 1.01 1.32 0< ,94 0. 73 0.95 0. 83

3 0, .24 0o 27 0, .19 0.26 0.31 0. .23 0. 18 0.22 0. 17

4 0. .07 0. 09 0, .06 0.08 0.08 '0. .06 0. 05 0.06 0. 04

5 0. .02 0. 02 0. .02 0.02 0.02 0. .02 0. 01 0.01 0. 01

TABLE • 3.1

Punpage From Wells in i
Cell 4

(Years 1956-1962)

[Ft3/Day] *io~3

Year I F-10 F-11 F-16

325 407 325

330 412 330

321 402 321

307 385 307

307 385 307

TABLE 3.2
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Using the A.T.F. functions, drawdowns at these wells were computed.

Notice, that Cell 4 is separated from Cell 5 by the river (Cell 10). In

the studied area, however, wells are located in Cells 4 and 5 only. Thus

to determine drawdowns at wells located in Cell 4, only natural flow into

cell 2 has to be considered,. The beta functions provide the desired solution

directly (note that the beta functions include the natural influence of

the outside system through the boundaries). Table 3.3 summarizes drawdowns

at wells computed via the A.T.F. approach, conpared with corresponding values

via other techniques.

Drawdown (In Feet)

For Wells in Cell 4

(Year 1962)

Well Real Analog Digit 2 Stage A.T.F.

F-10 6.50 9.0 7.6 6.8 7.0

F-11 6.50 9.0 9,1 8.5 8.8

F-16 6.50 9.0 7.8 7.2 6.9

TABLE 3,3

To show possible applications of the superposition approach when pumpage

does occur in some neighboring cell and thus may influence drawdown in a cell

of interest, a synthetic pumpage imposed on Cell 2 while no change in input

was assumed at Cell 4. Two techniques were considered:

I. 2-Stage Simulation

II. Superposition of the Response.

Again, the years 1956 - 1962 were considered. A constant annual pumpage

of 500,000 Ft3/Day was imposed on Cell 2, in addition to the given pumpage at

wells in Cell 4.
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The 2-Stage simulation procedure required "running1* the multicell model

with the modified input, and then nrunningff the cell 4 model, taking into

account the new resulting boundary conditions.

To determine the system response to the new input imposed on it, gamma

functions provide the influence of the puuipage in Cell 2 on drawdown in

Cell 4, This is equivalent to computing the influence of the boundary

conditions on drawdowns inside the cell. Adding these values to the parti­

cular drawdown as calculated before, the total expected response at each

well is easily calculated. Table 3.4 summarizes the results.

Drawdown in Feet

(At the end of 5 years)

Pumpage is Added in Cell 2

Well Simulation Superposition 
F-10 7.6 8.2 
F-ll 9.2 9.4 
F-16 7.7 8.1 
The possible error due to the linearization compared with the

simulation is within 10%,

TABLE 3.4

s.nH and ^r* Cn 
y ©verlyinc jt.m'1 and jp 
A 
A 
Lin* of £•»• •!ik'te lectio 
Val!?y boon* ary 
Arbitrary model 
If8!*' j  ~ (2) 
Aquifer lest site 
FIGURE 3.1

Analog Study of Increased Pumping Effects9 Fairfield-New Baltimore Area

Generalized geology and coefficients of transmissibility (T) and storage (S) of the

Fairfield-New Baltimore area. Cell's assignment--Cells 10,11, and 12 represent the river*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

i S N \ \ V \ \ r YJOUCX) 
^&\\ViivM$: 
3,2

CJeneralized geology and coefficients of transmissibility (T) and storage (S) of the

Fairfield-New Baltimore area. Cell 4 discretization for the detailed modeling.
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3.5	 The Stream-Aquifer Flow Functions

3.5.1 General Discussion^

The basic objective of streamflcw simulation models is to predict with

reasonable accuracy the response of the watershed to an input of precipitation

(Ricca, V.T., 1972). Our study, however, is devoted to the more specific

question of predicting the joint response of surface water and groundwater

systems to artificially controlled forcing functions imposed on the aquifers.

In particular, when the water resource system comprises a network of streams

traversing a system of multiple aquifer cells, we may be interested in the

•response of the surface into ground flow to pumpage from the aquifers.	 In

preceding sections we have widened our discussion to include the inverse problem,

relating the groundwater response to changes in the stream-aquifer relations

through the physical boundaries.

It is understood that when considering a streamflow system, the stream

network is only one component within the hydrologic model (Haimes, et al.,

1973); the interrelations between streams and aquifers are only a subset of

the set of active relations existing in the complex. Based on these arguments,

the following assumptions are made:

(i)	 There is "sufficient" knowledge concerning the streams in the

network to produce models aiming at the determination of the

time-varying flow balance at each stream.

(ii)	 The necessary input data for the flow balance model is available,

and the only other information necessary to completely determine

the flow balance are the infiltration rates into and from the

ground water effecting this balance.

3.5.2 Pumping From Groundwater to Stream-Aquifer Interflow Functions.

In the case where interflows between streams and aquifers play a sub­

stantial role in the water flow balance of these streams., it is desired to

mathematically describe the dynamic responsive nature of both systems to

inputs imposed on either.

Considering the case of punrpage from an aquifer hydraulically connected

with a stream, Haddock, (1974) developed a set of technological functions

that relate the drawdowns and interactions between the stream and aquifer

produced by wells. The following conditions must hold:
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(i)	 Vertical flow of grounckater is insignificant (wells fully

penetrating) •

(ii)	 The groundwater system consists of an artesian aquifer or a

water table aquifer in which the drawdown always remains small

with respect to the saturated thickness.

Under these conditions, if a stream traverses the aquifer, and may

be considered as a constant head boundary for the groundwater model, the

drawdown at a point x = (x,y), d(x,t), is given in Section 3.2 (Equations

(3.1) and (3.2) with boundary and initial conditions as in (3.6)).

Multiplying Equation (3.2) by the storage coefficient and integrating

over the surface area of the aquifer gives the quantity of water F~(t)

removed from aquifer storage over time t:

Fs(t) = I f [fj SMGfeLt-TJ&lqfx.,!)*	 (3.18)

j=l o over J J J

all
x

The quantity of water removed from storage and the river over t is:

M / .

F_rCt) =  1 / q(x-,-r)dT (3.19)

Sr	  J

 i=l	 <T

Hence the quantity of water removed from the river by interaction over

t is:

J	 J [l~ ff

3

~ ° $x

 (3.20)

Under the assumption that the quantity of water pumped may vary from

time period to time period, the quantity of water induced to flow from

the river into the aquifer is:

F(l)	 n = 1

f(n)	 =

F(n) - F(n-1) n > 1	 (3.21)
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where

M n

l;(n) = I I P(j,n-i+l)q(j,i) (3.22)

p(j,n-i+l) is the fraction of water pumped from well j at time i

supplied by the river, during the period from i to iu More details

are in Maddock, (1974),

F(n) is the distribution function of the stream-aquifer interaction

response to pumping in wells. It is more useful for our purpose to define

the density function <Kj?n~i+l) to represent the quantity of water induced

from the stream into the aquifer during the n period due to one unit

pmnpage at the j well during the i period.

f (n) is the quantity of water induced from the river into the aquifer

at the n time period:

M n

f(n) = I I (J>O\n-i+l)qO4) (3-23)

j l i l

If the stream traverses the aquifer, but the groundwater table is

below the level where it may effect the infiltration, the quantity of

water induced from the stream into the aquifer is considered mainly as

a function of the water level in the stream above its bed (neglecting

other effects like water temperature).
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3,5*3 Linear Superposition of Stream-Aquifer Interflow Functions*

Consider a network of streams traversing a complex aquifer system,

regarding them as constant head boundaries for the aquifers. The ground­

water system is divided into several cells according to hydrological,

geological, political or other considerations. The stream network may

also be divided into many readies independently of the cell boundaries.

We begin by stating the logical basis for the following discussion.

Quantities of water flowing between stream units and groundwater units

under steady state conditions may be determined and referred to as initial

flow conditions. Pumpage at a well disturbs this basis state, and induces

a flow from each reach of every stream into the aquifers traversed by these

streams. The induced flow from several streams into one cell, as well

as from a single stream into several cells, is accounted for algebraically.

In other words, we may be interested in two quantities.

One is the amount of water induced from all possible streams into a parti­

cular aquifer unit due to pumping from this unit or/and from other units.

The other is the amount of water infiltrating from a reach of a stream

into the groundwater, due to pumpage from wells located throughout the

system.

In both cases, the concept of linear superposition is used, considering

these flows as composed of algebraically summed water flows.

As was previously indicated, in this study we are primarily interested

in the coupling of a water resoxxrces system, consisting of both ground

and surface water, with a desired management model. It is possible to ex­

tend the algebraic functions relating pumpage from wells to flow between

the stream and aquifer to encompass a more couplex system. The basis used

is that the quantity of water induced from the stream into a unit aquifer

(cell) may be approximated by a linear combination of quantities induced

from the stream into the particular cell due to pumping at other cells, and

of quantities induced due to pumpage from wells belonging to the particular

cell.

Let cj)U(j ,n-i+l) be the quantity of water induced from the u stream
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into the r cell during the n period due to one unit of pumping at

the j well located at the r cell during the i time period.

Let "tLC^n-i+l) be the quantity of water induced from the u

stream into the rth cell during the n period due to one unit of

pumping at the I cell during the i t h time period.

Let f^(n) be the quantity of water induced from the u stream into

the r cell during the n time period.

I 1 v(Jni+l)q (Ji) + I I *!J(Mi+l)q(M) + iJJ (3-24)

r

where J = total number of wells operating in the r cell,

R = total number of cells r = 1,«.*,R.

q (j,i) = quantity of water punrped at the j well located at the

r cell during the i time period.

q(£,i) = aggregated punpage at the I cell area during the i

time period.

I = the quantity of water induced from the u stream into the

"Hi

r cell during one time period with the system in steady state

and no punpage imposed.

The first summation term is the quantity of water induced from the u

stream into the r cell due to punipage inside the cell, while the second

summation term is the quantity of water induced from the u stream into

the r cell due to pumping at all other cells.

The quantity of water induced from all streams (reaches) into the r

cell during the n time period is defined by ^

U u „

f(n) - I f%) (3.25)

r  r

 u=l

U = total number of streams (reaches) traversing the area.
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The quantity of water induced from the u stream into the ground­
water system is defined by ^u. ­. 
R 
R 
£&0
R
 = I £(n)
 r=l r 
 (3.26) 
The set of linear functions relating quantities of water induced from

streams acting as constant head boundaries into aquifers may be performed

subject to the availability of the matrices of parameters denoted by <J>

and ijb . The calculation procedure for these parameters is essentially

similar to the procedure suggested for the beta calculation, Section 3.2.

A digital model of the aquifer system, with the streams acting as constant

head boundaries, may be used. The flow from a constant head node in the

discretized model to a neighboring node is directly related to the head

difference between the nodes. Once the aquifer head distribution is solved

for a certain time period, the quantity of water induced from the constant

head node into the non-constant head node is easily determined. Thus, we

follow the procedure proposed for the beta calculation. A unit pumpage is

imposed at the j well (or the £ cell) during the first time period.

The desired parameter is the flow due to that purapage at time i, from the

node belonging to the u stream into the node belonging to the r

aquifer unit neighboring the stream,

3.5.4	 A Case Study for the Applications of the Stream-Aquifer Interflow

Functions.

In Section 3.4 the Fairfield-New Baltimore aquifer was introduced as a

case study. The Great Miami River traverses the area and in most cases

acts as a constant head boundary for the groundwater system.

To illustrate the usefulness of the proposed technique for determining

the parameter relating the quantity of water induced from a stream into an

aquifer due to pumpage from wells, the multicell model of the Fairfield area

is used. Two sets of parameters are calculated.

First, the parameter I u which denotes the quantity of water induced

from the u stream into the r cell per unit of time in steady state

conditions with no Imposed pumpage Is detennined for some u and r defined

in the model.
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Secondly, the parameter ^u(£,n-i+l) which denotes the quantity of

water induced from the u stream into the r cell during the n

period due to one unit pumping at the H cell during the i period,

is determined for some &,r,u«

The multicell model is described in detail in Phase I, Chapter 5. To

solve for I , the model is run over a long time period to provide a

steady state head and flow distribution, with no pumpage imposed. Recall

that the stream is represented in the model as a group of constant head

cells (See Figure 3,1). The river corresponds to cells 10, 11, and 12

whidi may be referred to as reaches of the stream, u = 10, 11, 12, Table

3.5 summarizes the results.

The Fairfield Aquifer Area

i" Values ri000Ft3/Day]

Reach u 10 10 11 12 
Cell r 4 5 5 7 
I u 
r -1210 1230 -860 -120 
TABLE 3.5

To solve for i|;u(£,n~i+l)* a unit of pumpage is imposed on a particular

cell, and the simulation model provides the flows from the different streams

into the neighboring cells over time, until the steady state is reached again.

The differences between these flows and the corresponding 1^ values are

the desired parameters ^u(£,n~i+l). Table 3.6 summarizes the results for

I = 4,5, where the pumpage is imposed during the year i = 1.
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The FairfieId Aquifer Area

if£(£,n) Values [lOOO Ft3/Day]

(One Unit Pumpage imposed on £ during the i = 1 Period)

u • 
r • 
£ . • ­
• • 
• • 
4 
10 
4 
5 4
10 
5 
5 4 
11 
5 
5 4 
12 
7 
5 
n 
1 557 - 190 - 290 _ 10

2 52 - 120 - 190 - 20

3 5 - 30 - 40 - 10

4 10 15 5

TABLE 3.6

If 1,000 Ft /Day is pumped from Cell 5 through the year 1, it will cause

the river at Reach 10 to induce 190 Ft /Day at year 1 into Cell 5 and

120 Ft /Day at year 2r It will also cause the stream at Reach 12 to

induce 10,20,10,5 Ft /Day through years 1,2,3,4 respectively. However,

pumping at Cell 5 may not effect the flow between Reach 10 and Cell 4.
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Chapter 4

THE COUPLED RESPONSE OF COMBINED GROUND AND SURFACE WATER SYSTEMS

UNDER CHANGES IN STREAM-AQUIFER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

4.1 General Discussion

In previous sections the development of functions relating drawdown

to pumping at wells was discussed* Also functions relating the quantity

of water induced from streams into the aquifer and pumpage were formulated.

In both types of functions, the water resources system was considered to

comprise a groundwater aquifer system traversed by streams, and the streams

were considered to act as constant head boundaries over the time period

simulated.

Departing from the preceeding discussion, we now wish to investigate

the case where, due to activities imposed on the system, some of the boundary

conditions assumed initially to hold are subject to some changes at an

unknown time within the time period of interest,

4.2 The Time Varying Boundary Conditions,

A detailed description of the water resources system investigated in

this study is given in Sections 3,2 and 3.5.2. To complete the mathematical

model, initial and boundary conditions are to be defined.

A A 
The drawdown at a point x = (x,y), d(x,t) is given by the partial 
differential equation: 
[T(x,t) ~4 [d(i,t)]l = S(i)*| |d(x,*)1 + I qCx-jtWx-x.) (4.1)

dx L
 dx J dr L J j=l J J 
Where T(x,t) and S(x) are transmissivity and storage coefficient,

respectively, 6 (x-x-) is a Dirac Delta function, x- indicates the

J * , J

position of the j-th well and qCx^t) is the instantaneous discharge at

the j well. M is the total number of wells.

Let the no-flow boundary conditions be  — ^ ^ ~ ° V t»
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where A is a parameter indicating that —^ is evaluated on the boundary

dn

(which is irregular in shape). The n is the normal direction and the 3d(A,_t)

is the gradient of the drawdown for the normal to the boundary* which n

vanishes under no--flow conditions*

Let the constant head boundary condition be d(y,t) = 0 for all t.

where P is a parameter indicating that the drawdown d is evaluated

along the constant head boundary*

Suppose now that the boundary conditions are not only a function of

space but also of time. That is possible due to activities imposed on the

water resources system, reflected by the forcing function q(x.,t).

Unless the aquifer is characterized by a very special set of speci­

fications, it is unlikely that a no-flow boundary condition will qualify

as time varying* As contrasted with no-flow boundaries, constant head

boundary conditions may appear to act as such only under very restricted

situations• For a given system the conditions hold if the aquifer water

table in the close vicinity of the stream is found to be in a range where

the hydraulic stream-aquifer interrelations do define a constant head

boundary for the aquifer. However, once the aquifer water level is lowered

below that range, the hydraulic interrelations are transformed into flow

conditions between the stream and the aquifer. That flow may be considered

as a function of the stream only — its depth, temperature, etc. The aquifer

water level is no longer a principal component in determining the infiltration

rate.

If the model relates to short-term planning, the fluctuations in the

stream water level and other characteristics must be taken into account.

However, for a long-term planning, it is sometimes acceptable to consider

the average stream conditions* If these conditions are not affected by

the aquifer water head or by some activities imposed on the stream as direct

pumpage on it, the infiltration rate may be approximated as a constant flow

from the stream into the aquifer. This is in a sense the basic assumption

underlying the following discussion. The application of these methodologies

to be developed to short-term planning is possible, although modeling compli­

cations may be induced.
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It is therefore useful to assume that between the stream and aquifer9

the hydraulic relations may define only one of the two situations, namely

constant head boundary conditions or constant flow forcing function. In

a more detailed formulation, one may replace the constant infiltration by

a function including the stream water level and bed parameters.

Assume a change in the boundary conditions at time 0 < t. < T to

be a constant head changing into constant flow recharging the aquifer

along the boundaries denoted by y
 9 T denotes the time horizon of

planningo

The constant flow is defined by q(y*t) = q(u)« This indicates that

along the boundaries \x9 a constant flow q(y) is forcing the system:

it is time invarianto

Let the initial conditions for the constant head case be d(x?o) = 0

corresponding to no previous development. The drawdown at any point

x and time t. is

A M fl A A A

= j J Gm(x,x.,t1-T)q(XyT)dx (4.2)

o

where  G ^ is the Greenfs function evaluated under constant head

Lri

boundary* conditions (see Appendix A)« At time t^ we assume that the

infiltration rate reaches Its maximum value. In the following period

the stream-aquifer relations are based on constant flow recharging the

aquifer, at a rate equal to the maximum infiltration rate.

The system is now defined by different conditions. The initial

conditions for the constant flow situation are defined by equation (4-2).

The boundary conditions do not include the constant head boundaries which

were transformed into a constant flow forcing function along the stream,

boundaries. The drawdown at any point In time t>t1 is d(x,t):

M

 X A A A

d(x,t) = Z / GrF(x,x.,t~T)q(x,,T)dx t>t. (4.3)

j l t L* 3 3 l

where Grp is the greenfs function evaluated under the new initial conditions

(4-2) and boundaiy conditions Including the constant flow conditions.
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In order that equation (4-3) be solvable, the time of boundary

condition change t. has to be determined. For a given pattern of q(x.,t).

on the interval te(o,t. " 'r ^ f " " " " * '
 t« is determined' n ' J" n
 n) the Greens function G^o holds. '

by the relation (4-4).

where Qj™ is the maximum infiltration rate along the stream bed.

is the quantity of water induced from the stream into the aquifer. Equation

(4-4) states that t1 is the time when this quantity reaches its maximum

infiltration rate QT

We assume that during the time interval (0,t,) the infiltration rate

is changing with time, due to changes in the groundwater. For simplicity the

rate can be represented as unchanged within any of the unit time periods.

For a developing region it is acceptable to consider the pumping patterns

q(j,i) to increase over time, such that once Q™p(t) reaches the value of

the constant head boundary conditions may not be incured again.

A principal difficulty in solving for the drawdown through the aquifer

after the time t-. is due to the initial conditions (4-2), resulting from

the system behavior prior to t... The results of Chapter 3 are used to

handle this difficulty. Recall that the constant head boundary conditions

imposed by the stream on the aquifer are affecting the groundwater system

as if a forcing flow is induced along the stream such that the water level

remains steady on the stream line. This implies that the quantity of water

induced from the stream into the aquifer is essentially balancing the

quantity of water leaving the aquifer section underlying the stream. In

other words, it is possible to replace the constant head boundary conditions

in the model by forcing flow into the aquifer along the stream, provided

that the rate is determined by the equivalent constant head situation.

/\

For the time interval (0,t.), the drawdown at any point x, within

defined boundaries including the constant head boundary conditions imposed

by the stream, is given by (4.2) as:

J iG
 (x>x-i' t"T) <i (x-i,t) dT>t < t,. (4.2)
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In section 3.5.2 we show that the quantity of water FD(t) removed from

aquifer storage over time t is:

FKR(t) = I / \ [fs(x)G (x,x.,t-T) dxiq (X.,T) dx t<tT (4.5)
j=i 6 l*J CH J J 3 1

x

Now, the quantity of water Qj^rpCt) removed from stream over time t in

the interval (0,t-.) by interacting with the aquifer along the line indicated by y is;

= E / jl -[ (IS(x) G (x,x.,t-T)  d x q(i ,f)dT (4.6)

i=l 6 ( L x CH 3 J ) J

(We assume here that water is available only from storage and the stream)

The function QljLp(t) may be viewed as the input function imposed on the

aquifer due to the stream-aquifer interaction over the time interval (O,t-j).

For t>t1, Qj^ptt) = Q^p = constant,

where QljLp denotes the maximum infiltration allowable along the stream

bed restricted by the physical characteristics of the system.

The drawdown at a point x in time t>t, as given by (4-3): 
A M / AA A r - i 
d ( x , t ) = S / G ( x , x - , t - x ) q ( x . , x ) dx t e t .  T (4.3) 
j » l  t j CF J J L1 J 
We define Gp(x,x.,t-x), a Greenes function which solves the aquifer

i j

partial differential equation under initial conditions d(x,o)= 0 and boundary

conditions including the stream-aquifer interactions. These interactions

will therefore act as a forcing function of magnitude QijL-p(t), te [o,t.] ,

and Q-nup > t> t-t.

The drawdown d(x,t) at any point x in time q< t£T is

M
 i- t
 A A A 1 
d(x,t) = 2 / % (x,x-,t-T)q(x.,x) dxl

j=l Lo J 3

f \ (x,y,t-x) Q^ jpCx) dx (4.7) 
o 
j (x,y,t-T)  Q  ^ dx

t l
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Where

t, is subject to Q,, 5 = QlNF (4.8)

And

M t
 l- r [/ s(x) G J qCx^x) dx (4.9)
Q l N F ^ " 1
j=l 0 x CH

The first term in equation (4-7) is the drawdown at point x due to

pumpage at all wells over time o<t<T. The second term is the drawdown due

to water induced from the stream acting as a constant head boundary for the

aquifer over time o<t<t-,. The third term is the drawdown caused by a

constant infiltration rate from the stream into the aquifer over time t>t.,

when the stream no longer acts as constant head boundary. The last two

terms are negative as they impose a reduction of the drawdown.

One may notice that in our formulation the stream is taken as a single

water point source while in reality the stream-aquifer interaction is

distributed along the stream line. Taking into account the distributed nature

of the phenomenon might make it necessary to consider the possibility that,

while in one section of the stream at one time constant head boundary conditions

do not exist, other sections of the stream are still acting as constant head

boundaries.

For such a situation the determination of the time of change t. becomes

the much more complicated process of determining a vector of interrelating

change times.

Let n indicate the final time period of the u-th stream acting as

a constant head boundary. Recall that the separation of a stream-network

into multistream units is a procedure unrelated to the multicell topology.

Hence, we define a stream reach u to comprise a unit stream which may be

regarded as a single subsystem playing the role of constant head boundary

for the groundwater system during the time periods n=l, n and constant

inflow during the time periods n= n +1,....N.

It is now possible to determine the drawdown at any cell in the multicell

model for the case where the u-th stream relations to the aquifer are
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subject to change after n time periods, from a constant head boundary into

a constant flow forcing function.

Under the assumption that the quantity of water pumped may vary from

time step to time step, the drawdown at the £-th cell in the multicell

model at the end of n time periods is (see section 3.3):

R n

d(£,n) = E E y(ltr9n-i +1) q (r,i)

r=l i=l

n
u

+ Z_ Y (a,u,n-i + 1) fg (i) (4,10)

5 Y ( * i l ) Q

Where

 u 31 i u

f
 £ ( ) E E 4) (j,i-p + 1) a (i,p)

j=l p=l I l
l 

(4 .11)

R i u

E E 4> (r,i-p + 1) q (r,p)

r=lp=l £

nu is subject to f^ (nu) = Q j  ^ £ (4.12)

and QIN F £ is the maximum infiltrating rate from the u~th stream into the

Jl-th cell.

The gamma parameters in equation (4-10) correspond to the multicell

model where the u-th stream does not act as a constant head boundary, and hence

does not appear in the multicell structure and model formulation. The parameters

$ and T|J in equation (4-11) correspond to the multicell and particular cell

in which the u-th stream plays the role of a constant head boundary condition.

The disadvantage of needing to formulate two different multicell models for

such a case is even greater when the number of candidate streams for a

change from constant head to constant flow boundary increases. In that case

we must examine all combinations of possible models where different streams act
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as constant head boundaries. However, adopting the multicell approach

reduces this problem to an acceptable size, and in many cases where the pump-

age is concentrated at a particular single cell, the proposed procedure is

very acceptable. For such a case, the drawdown at any particular point in

the groundwater system may be determined via the same procedure as proposed

in section 3.3, with equations (4.10), (4.11), (4-12) representing the

modified multicell model.
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Chapter 5

A PREDICTIVE MODEL

5.1 General Discussion

In this chapter we will consider a water resources system encompassing

both ground and surface water use by several users, where there is

no coordination mechanism within the region- Each user operates his own

water supply system using wells and artificial recharge facilities, and is

concerned only with his own goals.

Two basic structures are considered. In the first case the water

demand is given for all users during the planning period, and is thus inde­

pendent of the cost of making the water available for use. Also for this

structure we assume that artificial recharge plans by each user are not

control variables as these plans are independent of the pumping plans and may

be considered given for the entire planning period. In the second case water

demand is a function of water use, and the artificial recharge plan must be

determined for optimal operation. This case is referred to as the elastic

case. The basic structure of the physical system for both cases is identical.

To conclude our general discussion, it must be understood that the

developments in this chapter are the first step in constructing this study1 s

modeling procedures for regional water resources management. The general

framework of this and the following chapter is briefly illustrated in

Figure 5;1.

5.2 The Basic Regional System

In the previous discussion, the case with no coordination between users

was introduced. In particular, a basin comprising aquifers traversed by

streams Is considered. Users throughout the basin pump water from aquifers by

means of operating wells. Each user's desire for water is primarily governed

by economics, but he may also consider the stream water response, e.g. water

level and quality In the vicinity of his location. Except for artificial

recharge purposes, the direct use of surface water will not be considered at

this stage.

Higher Level Coordination

1* Benefit-Cost Analysis

2. Multiobjective Function Analysis

3, Super-Position of Systems Response

Benefit From Water Use Cost of Water Use

(Individuals and Region) (Pumping, Recharge and

Construction)

FIGURE 5.1

A Framework of the Study's Modeling Approach

for Regional Water Resources Management

4 
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The stochastic nature of stream flows, natural recharge to the ground­

water and other such aspects affecting the water balance in the system, may

play an essential role in a real system. The preliminary development here,

however, is deterministic, in order to focus on the modeling procedures.

Extension to a stochastic real system will be described later. Similarity,

later developments'will extend the system to include a surface water source,

which will directly coupete with groundwater supply in meeting demand.

We assume that for each single user, there is one aquifer cell from

which he pumps his water needs by operating one or more wells. A single cell

may underlie a number of stream reaches. Note that this definition of an aquifer

cell is not restricted to geological or hydrological boundaries, though it may

be subject to geographical, legal or political bounds.

If a user operates artificial recharge facilities, these are considered

aggregated at a single point inside his defined area. Water is transferred to

this point from the different streams according to the recharge plan.

For the case of inelastic water demand, the economic criterion is the

gross cost of water supply. Each user attempts to minimize the capital,

operational, and maintenance and replacement cost associated with water use and

artificial replenishment.

With water demand as a function of the water price, the economic criterion

is the net benefit obtained from water use.

The method of model superposition applied to either case may show a real

advantage in the formulation process as well as in the solution strategy. The

single optimization problems conducted by each of the users are coupled to each

other through the physical system. The proposed methodology enables the

decoupling of these programs. A general responsive model provides each of the

users with the following information:

I) Water levels at different operating wells during the time horizon.

II) The expected time for drawdown at some wells to exceed casing and

screening designs.
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III) The quantity of water induced from the stream into aquifer in the

vicinity of his operating wells.

This information may cause the user to change his operational and design

plans, either to reduce per unit water cost, or to increase his net benefit.

These revised plans are not expected to effect total demand patterns

for the inelastic case. They may, however, effect the following:

I) The operational plans of particular wells. Quantities pumped from

some wells may be transferred to other wells within the aquifer cell.

II) The design plans. He will redesign drilling of wells and pipeline

construction based upon the expected water levels in the aquifer and

the stream as determined by the responsive model.

If demand is a function of water price, the total pumpage pattern and

recharge plans of each user may also be subject to changes. In the following

sections, these two programs will be foimulated in detail, i.e. for

I) Inelastic demand

II) Elastic demand.

5.3 Model Formulation

5.3.1 Inelastic Demand

There are L users in the region. To each user corresponds an aquifer cell,

and the £-th user has m^ wells located at the Jl-th cell. Each user leL

attempts to minimize his own pumping cost Z£:

T m£

min Z£ = z (l+rfn[c£(n) + s P£(k£)q£(k£,n) (H£(k£) + d£(k£,n) + D(£,n))l

n=l L 1^=1 J

•(S.I)

T is the number of time periods in the design horizon,

r is the interest rate

m£ is the number of wells located at the £-th cell and operated

by the i-th user

CA(n) is the construction cost to the £-th user at the n-th period

according to his particular plans

) is the quantity of water pumped from the k£-th well during

the n-th period
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P^(kp is the pumping cost per acre-ft for the k^-th well

H (kp is the lift under steady state conditions at the k^-th well

d (k£,n) is the drawdown in the k£-th well at the end of the n-th period

due to the aggregated pumping and recharge in the &-th cell

D(£,n) is the drawdown in the &-th cell at the end of the n-th time

period due to the aggregated pumpage and recharge in all other

cells (i.e. by all other users) in the region.

d££(k(k££,n) is given by:

m n n r u

I 6(kjni+l)q(ji) i g ( k v n i + 1 ) ' Z v

i=l u=l

where B^(k^j,n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the

drawdown at the k £ th well to the pumping of one unit of water from the

j-th well during the i-th period. Both k^ and j are located at the £~th

cell. The second term on the right of (5«2) represents the negative drawdown

at well k^ due tc artificial recharge at point  v ^ where V£(u,i) is the

quantity of water from the u-th stream used for artificial recharge at the

Jl-th recharge facility during period i, and there are u& reaches of streams

traversing the &~th cell area.

D(£,n) is given by:

L n

D(it,n) = z I Y (£5r,n-i+l)qM(r,i) (5.3)

r=4 i=l w

where y(£,r,n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the average

drawdown at the £-th cell to aggregated pumping of one unit of water at the

r-th cell during the i-th period.
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q^(r,i) is the net quantity of water pumped from the r-th cell by the

r-th user during the i-th period.

The £-th user is interested in minimizing expression (5.1) subject to

such constraints as:

I) Water requirements must be met

m£

z q£(k£,n) _> R£(n) n=l,...,T (5.4)

II) Drawdowns must not exceed casing and screening designs

n=l,...,T

do(k0,n) + D(£,n) < dnmax(k0) , 1 rc r-\

JiX' — £ * K^=l,...,m£ (b. DJ

III) Pumping capacity must not be exceeded

n=l,...,T

q£(krn) < QjpxCig k£-l,..!,m£ (S"5)

IV) Water Balance in the stream must be maintained

r u i n=l,.,.,t

E [v (u,n) + fU(n)l < B/u,n) . (5.7)

all

R£(n) is the water requirement for the £-th user in the n-th time period

(a fixed quantity for each n).

cL(ko,n) and D(£,n) are given by (5.2) and (5.3), respectively.

d^max(k.) is the maximum drawdown allowed for the k^-th well located at the

£-th cell5 which must not be exceeded because of casing and screening design.

Q max(k J is the designed upper limit on the quantity of water pumped

from the ko-th well.

Jo

B0(u,n) is the upper limit of quantity of water to be removed from the

u-th stream for natural and artificial recharge•
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f^Cn) is the quantity of water induced from the u-th stream into

the £-th cell during the n-th period:

Hip j

fj(n) = Z Z $(k ,n-i+l)q (k ,i) + Z Z ^(r,n-i-M)q (r,i) + I?

n=l i=l A * a r=l 1=1 £ N

(5.8)

^(k^n-i+l) is the quantity of water induced from the u-th stream into the

£-th cell during the n-th period due to one unit of pumping at the k^-th well

during the i-th period.

q£(k^,i) is the quantity of water pumped from the k^-th well during

the i-th period.

ifr*(r,n-i+l) Is the quantity of water induced from the u-th stream into the

£-th cell during the n-th period due to one unit of pumping at the r-th cell

during the i-th period.

qN(r,i) is the net quantity of water pumped from the r-th cell during the

i-th period.

I- is the quantity of water Induced from the u-th stream into the £-th

cell during one time period with no imposed pumpage and the system in steady

state.

vA(u,i) is the quantity of water from the u-th stream used for recharge

at v^ during period i.

Expressions (5 -.1) through (5 .8) constitute a quadratic program. Correspond­

ing to each particular user, there are L such disjoint programs within the region.

Each user has to consider two types of decisions:

1* Design oriented (long term planning). These decisions include the

water supply system development, e.g., the location of new wells or the

establishment of a water distribution system. Associated with this kind of

decision are the cost functions for construction C^(n) and operation P«(n),

 well as also the limiting design values of d
 m a x(k ) (the maximum allowable

drawdown) and QD (k ) (the maximum pumpage capacity of wells).
& uiax e
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2* Operation oriented (short-term planning). These decisions result

from the solution of the optimization (quadratic) program and include the

pumping patterns q£(k£,n) which comprise the pumping plan.

A special class of decisions concern water quality and legal restrictions.

The term B^(u,n) represents the desire to not exceed some limit of stream flow

balance by maintaining the infiltration rate. Each particular user must decide

on the desired level of B (u,n) within the restrictions imposed by law. If

this value limits the availability of water, the user may possibly decide to

Increase it, even if some additional cost (fine) is imposed.

Each Individual program can be solved In isolation. The L programs are

coupled through the physical system responses, including the D(£,n) and f (n)

functions relating the system response on the £-th user from pumpage imposed in

other parts of the hydrologic system by other users. Nevertheless, in this

case where the water demand Is not a function of the water price, the quantity

of water pumped from the A-th cell during the n-th period, q(£,n) is essentially

Identical to the water requirement for the £-th user in the n-th period,

q(A,n) = Rp(n) A=1,...,L (5.9)

* n=l,...,T

where q(&,n) is the term for the gross pumpage at the i-th cell during

the n-th period.

The coupling function

z Y(*,r,n-i+l)qN(r,i) = Z z YC*,r,n-i+l) [R (n)-v

i=l N r=l i=l L r r

(5.10)

R (n) - v (n) Is a given term for all r and n. As such, D(£,n) once determined,

represent for the £-th user the aggregated drawdown at his cell due to all other

user!s activities. It may be considered as unvarying information, unrelated to

his (or other!s)decisions with respect to operational or design plans.
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The coupling function fU(n) is given in (5-8). This can be reformulated

as:

fu(n) - i > ) +

where

u n

fP(n) =

u=l

(5.12)

L n

fR(n) = z Z (5.13)

£ r=l i=l

u u

ff(n) and fR(n) are the quantity of water induced from the u-th stream

XV A/

into the £-th cell during the n~th period due to net pumping from wells located

inside the £-th cell and pumping from other cells, respectively.

Only the term u couples the particular user problem with the rest of

f
the system activities. However, once R(n) is determined for a given set of water
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requirements for all the users, it is considered unvarying, and so the £-th user

problem is completely uncoupled from the rest and can be separately solved.

The procedure for simulating the future developments in the water resources

system where no coordination exists betwreen users is summarized in

Figure 5.2* Notice again that it is assumed that the water demand is independent

of the water utilization price.

5,3.2 Elastic Demand

Consider the system described previously, but with water requirements now

assumed flexible and subject to the cost of water availability. Each user £ e L

maximizes his own net revenues NR.
.:

{(IT)""

n=l

MULTICELL SIMULATION MODEL

USER 
JH 
PARTICULAR 
CELL 
SIMULATION 
MODEL 
RESPONSE 
FUNCTIONS 
r s 11 • • « ^ L 
n = I T 
USER 
X 
vjj (n) 
C, (n) 
USER 
X+\ 
RESPONSE 
FUNCTIONS 
j8(k j , j f n) 
4(k n) 
I.• • • ,nru 
T 
COUPLING 
FUNCTIONS 
DU,n) 
f Rjjf(n)vu 
T 
T 
(k,) 
Qimax 
I max(u) 
OPTIMIZATION 
(QUADRADIC- PROGRAM) 
REDESIGN 
Figure 5*2: A simulation chart of future developments in water resources

system, with optional considerations taken by each individual

user and no coordination between users.
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is the return per acre-ft of water supply for the £~th user during the

n-th period. B&(n) can be a constant relating only to £ and n, or a function

of £,£ q (k ,n), the total water supply to user £ during period n.

k =1 A ^

V(£(n) is the operating cost of recharge per acre-ft in the £-th area during

the n-th period.

Z£ is the cost function:

TO

TZ (l+r)"n[cA(n) + Z P (k)qfl(k,n)(H(k] + d (k n)+D(£,n) )1 (5.15)

"
=1

 \

is the constructing cost totibe£-th user at the n-th period,

according to his particular plans. q^(k£,n) is the quantity of water pumped from

the k^-th well during the n-th period,

P£Ck£) is the pumping cost per acre-ft-ft for the k£-th well.

jp is the lift under steady state conditions at the k^-th well.

) is the drawdown in the k^-th well at the end of the n-th period

due to aggregated pumpage and recharge in the il-th cell.

D(£,n) is the drawdown in the il-th cell at the end of the n-th time period

due to aggregated pumpage and recharge in all other cells by other users in the

region.

d£(k£,n) is given by:

m£ n n \

E e£(\,j5n-i+l)q£(j5i) - 2 j 3£(k£,v£,n-i-l) • Z v (u,i)
j =l i=lL u=l J

(5.16)

where B^(k^,j,n-i-l) is the algebraic technological term relating the drawdown

at the k^-th well to the pumping of one unit of water from the j-th well during the

i-th period. Both k^ and j are located at the £~th cell. The second term on the

right of (5.16) represents the negative drawdown at well k due to artificial

recharge at point v..
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v^(u,i) is the quantity of water from the u-th stream used for artificial

recharge at the n-th recharge facility during period i, and there are u^ reaches

of streams traversing the Ji-th cell area.

D(4,n ) is given by: 
L n u 
D(£,n ) = s z y(£,r,n-i+l)i Cq(r,i) - Z v (u,i)) (5.17) 
n=l i=l u=l r 
where Y(&,r,n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the average

drawdown at the £-th cell to aggregated pumping of one unit of water at the

r-th cell, during the i-th period. q(r,i) is the quantity of water pumped from

the r-th cell by the r-th user during the i-th period.

Hie £-th user is interested in maximizing NR£, subject to such constraints

as:

I) Non decreasing water supply

m £  m £

n=l,...,T-l (5.18)

II) Drawdowns must not exceed casing and screening designs

d£0c£,n) - D(£,n) < d j ^ C k ^ "T1'""1 C5.19)

III) Pumping capacity must not be exceeded

IV) Water balance in the stream must be maintained

z Fv£(u,n) + fj(n)l <Bt(u,n) n=l,...,T

all L ' J u=l,...,Un

V) Recharge facilities capacity must not be exceeded

/
 A m (5.22)
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V0T_O (n) is the designed upper limit on the quantity of water to be

artificially recharged in the £-th cell recharge facilities during period n.

Maximizing NR subject to these constraints constitutes a quadratic program.

At

Again there are L such disjoint programs in the region, in this case including

an additional decision for each user regarding the quantity of water from

different reaches to be transferred for artificial recharge, v (u,n). Also

36

(5-4), where water requirements impose explicit restrictions on the decision

process, is removed.

Inherent in the formulation is the user's need to consider his total pumpage

and recharge plans under the benefit-cost analysis where water cost may play an

essential role in his particular optimization process.

In the inelastic demand case, the assumption that water requirements for each

user were given for all time periods permitted the decoupling of the L optimization

programs. This procedure is not applicable to the elastic case because the coupl­

ing functions D(&,n) - (5.17) and f^(n) - (5.8) cannot be solved independently

of the particular optimization programs. The quantities q(r,n) and v (n) are

controlled by each user's individual plans, and these are interdependent. Again

note that we are dealing with a structure where no coordination exists and hence

no mechanism is available to achieve an 'overall optimum'. The procedure suggested

is quite different, requiring an iterative stragegy combining two stages. One stage

comprises the L disjoint optimization programs. The other computes the coupling

functions associated with the activities resulting from the previous stage. For

each iteration, a new set of the coupling functions is determined, and the

iterations proceed until no further change in each user's decision variables is

indicated. This result gives the activities and the system response in the

region for the planning period, allowing the prediction of performance criterion

for water resources development in that region under the existing structure.

The procedure is summarized in the following flowchart.

MULTICELL SIMULATION MODEL

ITERATIVE PROCEDURE

PARTICULAR 
CELL 
MODEL 
T

RESPONSE 
FUNCTIONS 
RESPONSE 
FUNCTIONS ITERATION i 
r-i L 
n = l T 
COUPLING 
FUNCTIONS 
D(i,n)fRjj(n) 
n » l , . . . , TVu 
IF q®{r,n)«qM{r,n)\tr,n 
OTHERWISE PROCEED 
ITERATION 
EQUILIBRIUM 
ACHIEVED 
ON 
OPTIMIZATION 
a REDESIGN 
NR, 
Figure 5.3: A simulating chart of future developments in a water resources

system with optijnal considerations taken by each individual

user, and no coordination between users - The Elastic Demand Case,
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Chapter 6

A TAX-QUOTE MODEL IN A MJLTICELL-MJLTISTREAM SYSTEM

6.1	 General Discussion

The objective of the following discussion is to clarify and verify the

application of deconposed water resources response functions in the formulation

and solution stages of a management model.

Many different management schemes have been utilized in the literature

to formulate management models in water resources. Considering a groundwater

system traversed by a stream-network, the management mechanism suggested by T.

Haddock and Y.Y. Haiines Maddock and Haimes, 1974J is adopted here. This method

of management analysis is presented in detail within a subsequent portion of this

report.

In particular, the tax-quota management scheme of Maddock and Haimes can be

applied with only minor changes to the water resources system defined in our

previous development. The water system in the original study comprised a single

aquifer (dry alkaline valley), assuming that no other water sources existed in

the region. The mathematical model used for simulating the aquifer is a linear

groundwater model in a compact form. Since individual decisions are made for

pumping patterns the management model formulation was forced to decompose the

decision-making process. However, the physical system model representation

(resulting from a compact scheme - the single simulation program) causes each

user to have to consider the detailed pumping policy of all the other users. As

a result, the management model formulation of the original study requires a great

deal of data and computer storage, either of which is not always available. Also,

when applied to a real system the modeling efforts are expected to be very difficult.

In the present study we propose the extension of the original approach in two

directions:

I) To consider a more complex water resources system comprising multi-aquifer

cells traversed by a multi-stream network with artificial recharge and water import

options, and a regional performance criterion applied to ground and surface water

measurements;

II) To apply the modeling procedure (developed in this study) to the physical

system, Including the decomposed formulation of the response technological functions.
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The management model formulation is expected to be much simplified. The

decomposition of the decision making process is followed by a suitable

representation of the decomposed physical system response, which can be easily

coupled with the management model formulation.

6.2 Model Formulation

There are L users in the region. To each user corresponds an aquifer cell,

and the £-th user has m. wells located at the i-th cell. Each user i e L

maximizes his own net revenues NR.:

T  m £  u £

maxNR £= z { { l ^ ^ f B j n ) • l qo(ko,n) - E Vfu) • v (u,n)

11=1 L * k£=l * * u=l

QI£(n)] (6.1)

T is the number of time periods that comprise the design horizon.

P is the interest rate.

m is the nuniber of wells located at the £-th cell and operated by the £~th

user.

B^(n) is the return per acre-ft of water supply for the £-th user during

the n-th period. B (n) can be a constant relating only to I and n^ or a

function of i^ q (ko,n), the total water supply to user i during period n.

q£^k£>n^ is the ^umxtitY of water punped from the k^-th well during the n-th period,

V^(u) is the operating cost of recharge per acre-ft in the £-th area with

water rrom the u-th stream.

v«(u,n) is the quantity of water from the u-th stream used for artificial

recharge at the £-th recharge facility during period n, and there are u reaches

As

of streams traversing the £-th cell area.

11^ (n) is the cost per acre-ft of water imported into the £-th area during

the n-th period.

QI^ (n) is the quantity of water imported into the £-th area during the n-th

period for direct use by the £-th user.
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Z is the cost function:

Z£ = Z (1+P;fnrc (n) + I P (k )q (k n)(H (k )+(LCk ,n)+ Da,n))l (6.2)

CJn) is the constructing cost to the £-th user at the n-th period according

to his particular plans.

P«(k-) is the pumping cost per acre-ft-ft for the k -th well.

is the lift under steady state conditions at the ko~th well.

d« (k0 ,n) is the drawdown in the k -th well at the end of the n-th period

due to the aggregated purapage and recharge in the £-th cell,

D(£,n) is the drawdown in the £-th cell at the end of the n-th time period

due to aggregated punipage and recharge in all other cells (by other users) in

the region.

d£(k£,n) is given by:

\ n n ul

i(k ,n) = E s g (k ,j,n-i+l)q (j,i) " * [ 60(^ ,v ,n-i+l) • s v (u,

* i6  j = 1 i=i ^ ^ * i=:1 L £ I I u=l ^

(6.3)

where 3. (lc ,j,m-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the drawdown at

the k, -th well to the pumping of one unit of water from the j-th well during

the i-th period, and both k and j are located at the &-th cell.

The second term on the right of (6.3) stands for the negative drawdown at well

k caused by the artificial recharge at point v .

D(£,n) is given by:

L n

D(£,n) = E S Y(£,r,n-i+l) * (q(r,i) - v(r,i)) (6.4)

r=l i=l

where y(£,r,n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the average draw­

down at the £-th cell to aggregated pumping of one unit of water at the r-th cell,

during the i-th period. q(r,i) is the quantity of water pumped from the r-th

cell by the r-th user during the i-th period,
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m
r

(6.5)

for the r-th cell:

u

r

v(r,i) = z v (u,i) (6.6)

u=l r

Equation (6.2) contains the products of q.(k.,n) and q(r,i), rfl , i.e.

the products of pumping values on the &-th cell area at particular wells and

aggregated pumping values on all other cells in the region. The coupling of

q0 (k, ,n) and v(r,i), the aggregated artificial recharge at other cells, is

similar.

Two vectors of psuedo-variables a (r,n), <j (r,n) are introduced into equation

(6. 2) • These vectors will uncotqple the pumping values on the £-th area wells

from all other cells' pumpages and recharges.

Let

ax (r,n) = q(r,n) \ r=l,... ,L (6.7)

a2 (r,n) = v(r,n) > n=l,...,T (6.8)

Then equation (6.2) becomes:

rp m m

lq = I (l^yn (Co (n) + E£ P (k )q (k ,n) [H (k ) + z g (k ,j,n-i+l)
1  Z

 n»l  k£=l * A £ £  L £ £ j=i «; A

n A L

.q (j,i) - £ (e.Ckp ,vp ,n-i+l). Z vp(u,i)) + Z y(£,r,n-i+l)

* i=l u=l r=l

^(r,!) - a2(r,i))]} (6.8)

Notice here that the dimension of the vector of psuedo-variables is reduced with

respect to the original scheme.The psuedo-variables account for the aggregated

activities of each user. The possible 'estimation1 by one user of pumpage and

recharge planned by others is much more feasible for aggregated operation than it

is for a detailed plan applied to each well. Hence9 this solution strategy thus

provides both a conceptual and methodological advantage.
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If the &-th user estimates a set of (L-l) net aggregated pumping values

(cr,(r,i) - a2(r,i)) for the L-l users, then these estimates become the set of

pseudo-variables.

The JL-th. user is interested in maximizing NR , subject to such constraints

as:

I) Non decreasing water supply

\ \

i q (k ,n) + QI (n) < l q (k ,n+l) + QI (n+1) n=l,...,T-l (6-9)

k =1 *• *• & ~ \ =1 & A H

36 X,

II) Drawdowns must not exceed casing and screening designs

'I'" •" 'T C6.10)

9 * * * * ' y

III) Pumping capacity must not be exceeded

IV) Upper limit for imported quantities

QIA (n) < QI£max(n) n=l,... ,T (6

V) Recharge facilities capacity must not be exceeded

n=l,...,T (6.13)

is ^he maximum drawdown allowed for the K~th well located at the

A-th cell, which must not be exceeded because of casing and screening design.

Q
 m a x(k ) is the design upper limit on the quantity of water pumped from

the J^-th well.
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QI (n) is the externally imposed restriction of an upper limit on the

quantity of water to be imported into the region for the direct use of the Jl-th

user during the n-th period.

v
 is the designed upper limit on the quantity of water to be artificially

recharged in the Jl-th cell recharge facilities.

The regional objective is to enhance the regional net return from water use.

As such, the regional optimization problem definition is:

L

max NR = 2 NR (6.14)

JlFl l

Subject to:

I) A lower limit for each user!s net benefit

NR > NR . 4=1,...,L (6.15)

H - jjjmn

II) A set of mass balance constraints

a (r,n) - q(r,n) = 0 \ n=l,...,T

1

 (6.16)

a

.2(r,n) - v(r,n) =  0 > i*l,...,L

III) A set of interference constraints

TV) Water Balance must be maintained in certain streams

s fv (u,n) + f"(n)] <B(u,n)

u=l,...,U

V) All previous individual user constraints (Equations (6.9) through

(6.13)).
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NR^ anin is the minimum expected net benefit associated with water use by

the i'th user over the planning period.

H, is the upper limit to the drawdown induced by other users

activities on the £-th user.

B(u,n) is an upper limit on the quantity of water to be removed from the

u-th stream for natural and artificial recharge.

£ (n) is the quantity of water induced from the u-th stream into the

it.-th cell during the n-th period:

m
 T

u A n u u r 1

f (n) = Z z A (k ,n-i+l)q (k ,i) + z I $ (r,n-i+l) q(r,i)-v(r,i)

1  l
k =1 i=i l  * *
 r=1 i=i A L J

(6.19)

TU

,u.

, (k.,n-i+l) is the quantity of water induced from the u-th stream into the

£-th cell during the n-th period due to one unit of pumping at the ko-th well


A/

during the i-th period.

q^Ck^j is the quantity of water pumped from the k -th well during the

i-th period.

^(r,n-i+l) is the quantity of water induced from the u-th stream into the

£-th cell during the n-th period due to one unit of pumping at the r-th cell during

the i-th period.

q(r,i) - v(r,i) is the net quantity of water pumped from the r-th cell

during the i-th period.

1^ is the quantity of water induced from the u-th stream into the £-th cell

during one time period with no imposed punpage and the system in steady state.

The primal solution of the program constituting equations (6.9) through

(6 .18) provides the quotas for each well and recharge from the stream for each

user. The dual solution provides the costs and savings associated with changes

in the values of pumpage and recharge. In particular, q« (k« ,n) is the quota for

the k^-th well of the &-th user for the n-th time period, and v.(u,n) is the quota

for the quantity of water to be used for artificial recharge at the &-th area from

the u-th stream during the n-th time period.
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The Lagrangian for the maximum regional return program (equations (6. 9)

through (6.18) is formed as follows (where NR is given by equation (6.1)

and (6.2)):

L L T-l (1)
 rmQ	 m 1

L = E NR + E E y (n) r q (k ,n)+ QI (n)- (E* q (k ,n+l) +QI (n+1})

£=1 * £=1 n=l L k£ =1 % % % k£=l % % J

L m£ T (2) r

£=1  k £ = 1 n=1

L m T (3)

+	 E E £ E y ' n )

£=1 k =1 n=l

A/

L T (4)

L T (5)
 f U	 -,

+ E	 E y (n) E V (u,n) -V

£=1 n=l L u=l J

L m T (6)	 /m. n

+

 ^ 2 E y (k ,n)|d (k n)-JE E 3 (k ,j,n-i+l) q£(j,i]

£=1 k =1 n=l	 L (j=l i=l

A/

n

L T (7)	 L n

+ E E y
 r , |"nr . E E Y (£,r,n-i+l) (q(r,i) - v(r,i))

£=1 n=l l LnJ L l ' } r=l i=l

L T (8) f m -.

+ E	 E y0Cn) q(£,n)- E q (k ,n)

£=1 n=l L k =1 J

L T (9) r -A "I

E E u (n) v(£,n) - E v (u,n)J

£=1 n=l=1 ££ L u=l £

(10)

L T (11)
L i (,11)
 r	 -l

+	 E
 E
 u (n) D (£,n) - D

£=1 n=l £ L £maxJ
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U T (12)
 f L	 u -. 
+ E E y (u,n) I (v(u,n) +£
 £ (n) - B(u,n)) u=l n=l L
 £ = 1 *	  J 
L u
 
0 T (13)115) r u m. n u

E £* E y (u,n) f (n) - { ^ i * (k ,n-i+l) q (k , i

£=1 u=l n=l ^ L £ k -1 i=l l l

n u 
- E d ) . 
L n u 
+ z	 E i/i ( r ,n- i+l) (q(r , i ) -v(r , i ) ) 
r=l i=l * 
U[£ >J 1 
L T (1) 
+	 E E A (n) CX-LOMI) - q (£,n) J£=1 n=l * L 
L T (2) 
+	 E E A (n)  a ? (£ ,n) - V(£,n) (6.20)
£=1 n=l * L z J 
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Applying the multilevel decomposition approach, the Lagrangian L is

decomposable into L independent subsystems where all psuedo-variables are

assumed to be known parameters at the first level (i.e., to the users)

quadratic program optimization:

L

L = Z L (6.21)

£=1

And L is the Lagrangian for the £-th subsystem.

The decision variables of subsystem £ at the first level optimization are

q (k ,n)fs, v (u,n)fs, QI (n)'s

£ £ £ ^

D(£ ,n)'s and ufp^ , p = 1,... ,6,8,9.

The global optimum of the problem is guaranteed when the quadratic functions

are convex.

The decision variables for the second level coordination are

a (i,n)'s, <,7U,n)'s, v\rj , P=7,10,11,12,13,

JL £* )C

and ^(1^n) ,x P^n)

Applying some of the Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions (for stationarity) at

the second level optimization yields:

^ 
r
 (6. 22)

T T m

Z
 ^
1+p
^
n Z zl
 W W *  ) • Y(A,r>n-i+l) + A^2)

n=i ^=1 ko=l ^ )

r

 (6.23)

3L

(1l ° C^) C^) (6.24)
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which results in:

L

(i) = - \^J (i) = z (1+P)"n z P .y (£,r,n-i+l) . q(r,n)

n=i Jl=l

(6.26)

where

r T m£ IT m^

* 4 = i k = i £ £ q£  £ ' n y Ln=i k =iq^ £ > n J (6"27:)

At the second level of the hierarchy equations (6-24), (6.25), (6.26) are

determined by inserting the 'optimal' values of q(r,n) and v(r,n) produced by

the first level optimization. An iterative procedure between the first level and

the second level is initiated. The first level supplies the second level with

q's and v*s and the second level supplies the first level withe a s,
 a
 s

At this point the advantage of the above formulation in comparison with the

original study can be appreciated. The iterative procedure originally required

the pumping values as well as corresponding the psuedo-variables to originate

between the two levels for each well. Using the concepts developed previously

in our study, only aggregated activities (pumpage and recharge) and their

corresponding psuedo-variables {o,9Oy) are iterated. The dimensionality of the

procedure is obviously reduced and convergence is expected to be achieved more

rapidly.

The Lagrange multipliers X^ ^ given by (6.26) are the dual variables

corresponding to the constraints: o- (A,n) - q(£,n) = 0. These represent a cost

per unit excess of over-pumping the quota by each user. Notice that in contrast

to the original study's scheme, the quota system in the above formulation

corresponds to the aggregated pumpage by each user. (Originally quotas were

determined for each particular well. This raises sensitivity problems due to the

possibility of mechanical failures in well equipment (or such other difficulties)
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which might not allow the user to operate his well system exactly as the quota

system would impose.)

J
The Lagrange multipliers X (^21 are the dual variables corresponding to the

constraints <?9(£,n) - v(£,n) = 0. These represent a saving per unit excess of

over-recharge or a cost per unit of under recharge, relative to the recharge quota.

A more detailed discussion on the quota system and the different assumptions

is given in the original paper.

6.3 Tax Computation

In the following, a modification of the taxation scheme suggested by

Maddock and Haimes is developed. The basic assumption used is that under a

feasible tax scheme applied to groundwater pumping, users may cooperate for a

tax collection system on an aggregated basis. In other words, each user desires

to operate his own wells and recharge facilities according to his -own considera­

tions given the aggregated quotas imposed on him. He may reject any attempt to

impose a pumping plan for his wells not in correspondence with his own planned

operations.

Let Aqfii,i), Av(£,i) (if positive) be the respective expressions for the

user pumping and recharging more than his quotas. Then

Cfi) = Z Ap° (i) . faqC*,!) - Av(4,i)l (6.28)
0

 1=1 * L J

is the cost (saving if negative) of additional energy that all users have to

expend over the remainder of the planning periods to produce their quotas.

Expression (6.28) stands for the total tax collected from all users at year i.

Let

T T

~
n P £ • Y(a,r,n-i+l)q(r,n) [Aq(r,i) - Av(r,i)l (6.29)

r=l n-i

Denote the total cost to the &-th user due to over activities by other users, then

the total cost to all users is
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L

(i) = E. CT(£,i) (6.30)

£=1 l

Since equation (6:30) is equivalent to (6-28):

L T L

Co(i) - c\ (i) = ^ E E_ (l4P)"n E F r . Y(r,A,n-i+l)q(A,n)

r=£

L L T -n

AvO,i)l  - Z E E (1+p) P Y(£,r,n-i-l)q(r,n)

J

 £=1 r=l n=i *

. [Aq(r,i) - AV(r,i)J= 0 (6.31)

The £-th user is assessed the tax

T1
 -n rILL - r 1

T (£,i) = Z (1-tpO E P
 Y(r,£,n-i+l)qfe.,n) Uq(£,i) - AV(£,i)

x  r

 n=i r=l  L -1

L

E
 P£ Y(£,r,n-i+l) . q(r,n) fAq(r,i) - Av(r,i)l (6.32)

r=l=1 L J

The net collected tax for the i-th time period is zero:

L

E T (£,i) = 0 (6.33)

£=1 x

6*4 Summary and Conclusions

The tax-quota scheme developed by Maddock and Haimes for a simple, isolated

aquifer system has been modified in this study for a more general complex ground­

water system. The application of the concept of decomposed response functions to

the problem formulation makes it possible to account for a vast range of variables

affecting decisions.
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In our development two aspects of usefulness of the decomposed response

functions are illustrated:

I) Simplification of the mathematical formulation and the solution

strategy;

II) Extension of the model to handle more of those items affected by the

activities considered (e.g., artificial recharge options and stream network

response).

In the context of our study, the modified tax-quota system model may be

viewed as an illustration of the application of a management scheme to a region

in the hopes of initiating an implementation of a management mechanism. The

regional performance criterion under the porposed mechanism is expected to

considerably improve results obtained from the basic non-management mechanism

structure.

In the final stage of our study we intend to formulate the problem as a

multi-objective function coordination scheme. The tax-quota system in its modified

form may then be further improved, perhaps by adding more management mechanisms

to utilize the multi-objective function analysis and application.
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A.I THE CONCEPT OF A GREEN'S FUNCTION

One method (of many) developed for solving boundary value problems requires

the construction of an auxiliary function known as a Green's Function. To show

how such functions arise, we will first solve, by fairly elementary methods, a

typical one dimensional boundary value problem. Consider the following differ­

ential equation for the unknown variable U Oloach, 19701.

- k2U = - f(x) 0 ^ * <_ a (A-l)

with boundary conditions U(0) = U O ) = 0 (A-2)

Assume the solution:

U(x) = A(x)cos kx + B(X) sin kx (A.3)

Differentiate (3) twice with respect to x and assume

A'cos kx + B'sin kx = o (A.4)

Then (3) constitutes a solution provided that

-KA'sin kx + KB' cos = - f(x) (A.5)

Equations (A-4) and (A-5) are two linear algebraic equations for A1 (x) and

B' (x). We find

A' (X) - f(^x^inKX B' (x) = -fC*)cos kx (Ai6)

And conclude: 
X X 
U(x) = $2^ f
cl
 f(y)sin ky dy - ^ ^ /
 C2 
 f(y) cos ky dy (A.7) 
C, and C? are constants to be determined by the boundary condition (A- 2).
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U(o) = o -** / f (y) sin ky dy = 0 for £(y) arbitrary

cl

= 0 (A. 8)

U(£) = o = ^ LU f £(y) sin ky dy - ^ J k £ / f(y) cos ky dy

f £(y) sin ky dy - ^§n I £(y) cos ky dy

- sia k& / £(y)cos ky dy

[cos kit sin ky - sin k£ cos ky] dy ­

o

sin kjj, / f(y) cos ky dy

F co

/f(yj sin k(y-£)dy - ^ ** f f(y) cos ky dy = 0 (A .9)

o co

o
 1 (A .10)
/ £(y) cos ky dy = ^
 Yl f f(y) sin k(y-£) dy
C2

The solution (A 7) can now be written

U(X) = cos toe ./ f(y) sin ky dy - sin

k o

+ / £(y) cos ky dyj

o
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£(y) sin k(y-x) dy - ^ j ^  u * f GO sin k(y-i)dy

U(x) = / f(y) G(x,y) dx (A.12)

o

where G(x,y) is defined as

G(x,y) = Sln ft ?*" W *  J o <7 y < x
v >jrj

 k sinv- - ­

(A. 13)

- sin lex sin k Q y )

k sin k£ x - y ­

G(x,y) is the Green's Function for equation (A-l) and boundary condition

(A 2). More details on existence conditions are in Roach [l970]. G(x,y) is

independent of the forcing term f (x), and depends only upon the particular

differential equation and boundary conditions.

Properties of G(x,y):

1) It satisfies the homogeneous form of the given differential equation:

G" + k 2 G = 0 (A. 14)

In the intervals O j < y < x x < y < ^ £

We shall later discuss its behavior at y=x.

2) G(x,y) is continuous at y=x.

3) The derivative of G w.r.t. Y is discontinuous at y=x.

4) G(x,y) satisfies the boundary conditions: G(x,o) = G(x,&) = 0.

5) G(x,y) is symmetric, G(x,y) = G(y,x) •
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A general form of the problem is Lu = £ where L is a linear operator.

We define the inverse operator L where L L = I, the identity operator.

If L is a linear, ordinary differential operator, L~ (if it exists) takes the

form of an integral operator, the kernel of which is the Green's Function

G(x,y) for the operator L.

L" U = /K(x,t) u(t) dt (A-15)

and

u(x) = lu = LL-Lu = L / K(x,t)u(t) dt = /LK(x,t) u(t) dt (A-16)

The kernel of this integral is:

LK(x,t) = g(x,t)

and (A .17)

u(x) = /g(x,t)u(t)dt

If this result is true for all continuous functions u(t), it follows that

g(x,t) inust be zero whenever x^t. When x=t, the integral on the right must

reduce identically to u(x).

We define g(x,t) = 6(t-x) where 6 is the Dirac Function with the

properties:

u(x) = / 6(t-x)u(t)dt

6(x) =  0 if x^O (A. 18)

CO

/ 6(x)dsc = 1

— CXI

And for every continuous function <j> (x),

f 6(x) *(x) dx
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We may now conclude the discussion regarding the Green's Function Property

for the one-dimensional case. The first property is reformulated for the

interval 0 _< y £ % as:

G" + k2G = 6(x-y) (A-20)

A*2 The Green's Function for the Aquifer Model

The generalized model for a groundwater system with finite boundaries,

nonhomogeneous transmisivity, and non-homogeneous storage coefficients, has the

differential equation: [ Pinder and Bredehoft, 1968J.

~, [T(x') -^, d(x',t)] = s(x') -gi d(x',t) + E Q(k,t) 6(x'-xk) (A.21)

JK—X

where xf is the point (x,y), T(x') the transmissivity coefficient and s(x!)

the storage coefficient. Q(k,t) is the pumpage at well k, and the variable

d(xf,t) denotes the drawdown at x' in time t.

The initial conditions are d(x!,t) = 0. (A,22)

The boundary conditions are no flow boundaries:

^ - 0 (A.23)

where A is a parameter indicating that — is evaluated on the boundary, and

the n is normal direction to the boundary.

Let the solution for the drawdown distribution be the integral: ^ Maddock,

1972]

m t

d(x',t) = I / o(x',xt,t-T)Q(x.,T) dr (A.24)

j=l o J J

where x' is the point of observation, x!'s are well locations and a(x',x!,t) the

presently unknown kernel that is a function of x' ,x'., and t. Notice that:

n m t

Z Q(x.,t) 6(xf-x!) = Z f Q(x« T)6(t-x)6(xl-xt)dr (A.25)

j=l 3 3 j=l o J J
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Substituting (A-24) and (A-25) into (A-21)

;, I I /a(x',X:-,T)Q(x!,t-T)aT)] ­
3x' k v  3 J

 j=l o

t m t

/ a(x',xt,T)Q(x!,t-T)dT + I / Q(x!,t-T)5(T)6(x'-x!)dT = 0

J J j=l o •* -^ 

m

 t 9
 3 9

j=l O ^ 3X? a J'T 9t >X:i'T

+ 6(T)6(X!-XJ)} Q(xj,t-T)dt = 0 (A.26)

If a(x!,x! ,t) = GCx^x^t), The Green's Function for equation (A-21) , then

according to the first property of the Green's function the following equation

is satisfied:

(x')|£, G(x',x!,t)] - s(x<) | | (x! 'Xj>t:) = -6(t)6(x'-xj) (A.27)

and from the fourth property, the initial boundary conditions must hold:

G(x',x!,0) = 0 (A.28)

that is,

G(xf,x!,t-r) = 0 t < x (A.29)

If the time horizon is designed to comprise n equal seasons, the time history

of pumping from the k-th well up to and including the n-th season is Q(k,n),

where:

n

Q(k,n) = z q(k,i) {u[t-(i-l) tO-u[t-inl} (A.30)
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and q(k,i) is the discharge from the k-th well during the i-th season. The

seasons are of duration n, and u(t-in) is the unit step function, defined as

u(t-irj)  = 0 t £ in

(A. 31)

= 1 t > in

If in equation (A-24) the time integral is replaced by a sum over n periods of

constant duration n, then for observation point k we get

m nn

d(k,nn) = l z a(k,x'  n n ~i)Q(x!,i) (A.32)

j=l i=0 J J

Let n= one unit of time. Substituting equation (A-30) for an arbitrary time

period n into (A-32), letting j be the index denoting pumpage from well at location

x!, and defining

(A. 33)

= a(k,j,i) - a(k,j,i-l) i > 1

Equation (A-32) then becomes:

m n

d(k,n)= z z e(k,j,n-i+l)q(j,i) (A.34)

Equation (A-34) is an algebraic technological function (A.T.F.) that determines

the drawdown at the k-th well at the end of the n-th season due to the pumping

of mwells.
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Z ( 8 ) = ^ ( H ) * ( H ( H # M ) - H ( / , ivn ) + u ( H ) * ( r i ( b > M ) * * 2. • - H ( 7 , •* ) «• •»< : >. )

vZ ( v ) =!V ( Q ) * ( H ( {-> , M ) - h ( 6 , i» ) ) + u ( y ) * ^ H ( g , ;-1 ) -rr^ ^ .  - H ( 6 , ^ ) * # ; ' . ) 
Z C 1 0 ) = R { 1 n ) # ( H ( 1 0 f h ) - H ( ^ , M ) ) 4-! I ( 1 i i ) * ( H ( 1 0 , w ) * -^  ? . - M C t> , !1 ) * * 2 • ) 
Z ( 11. ) = K ( 1 1 ) * ( H ( 1 1 , M ) - h { S , M ; ) + U ( 1 1 > * ( H ( 1 1 , ^ I ) * * ? , - H ( p , H ) # * 2 . ) 
C HtAU AT CELLS F O R ALL TIME

H ( 2 , M + 1 ) = ( 1 ( 1 ) + 7 ( ? ) + vJ ( t^ . ^ ) ) / V ( y ) + i" ( ' ^ H )

H ( 4 t M + l ) = ( - 7 ( ? ) + Z ( 3 ) + / ( 4 ) + 'v ( 4 » > '• ) ) / V ( 4 ) + H ( 4 , M )

H ( b , M + l ) = ( Z ( i n ) ~ Z ( S ) + / ( h ) + Z ( 1 1 ) + U ( ^ , . i ) ) / V ( t > ) + H ( S , M

H ( 6 , t • 1 ) = ( Z ( b ) - 7 ( 7 ) + /. ( 4 ) + 0 ( ^ . , M ) ) / v ( A. ) + H ( ft , h )

H ( 7 f C: + 1 ) = ( - 7 ( * ) + Z: ( 7 ) + Z ( H ) + / ( 1 ? ) + u ( 7 . A ) ) / V ( 7 ) + H ( / , M

j o ; ^ n i =3 , 1 '•> 
/ ( t ) = z < 1 ) / i u n i i . 
H R I M T 4 i 0 , ( Z ( 1 ) , I = 1 , 1. ^ 
4 0Q C 0 !M T I N U E 
t 
P R I M I 4 0 2 
P K I ' \ T 4 0 5 , ( I , 1 = 1 , 1 r: ) 
iJO 5 U H M = 1 , M 
P K I N T 4 1 0 , ( i i ( I f M ) , I = 1 , 1 > ) 
^VO C O i v i T l M U F 
P R I N T 4 0 5 , ( 1 , 1 = 1 , 1 ^ ) 
b T O P 
bND ClvsP 1 L A T I OM

JOB,OFF

